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Abstract. Automated techniques for rigorous floating-point round-off
error analysis are important in areas including formal verification of
correctness and precision tuning. Existing tools and techniques, while
providing tight bounds, fail to analyze expressions with more than a
few hundred operators, thus unable to cover important practical prob-
lems. In this work, we present Satire, a new tool that sheds light on
how scalability and bound-tightness can be attained through a combi-
nation of incremental analysis, abstraction, and judicious use of con-
crete and symbolic evaluation. Satire has handled problems exceed-
ing 200K operators. We present Satire’s underlying error analysis ap-
proach, information-theoretic abstraction heuristics, and a wide range of
case studies, with evaluation covering FFT, Lorenz system of equations,
and various PDE stencil types. Our results demonstrate the tightness of
Satire’s bounds, its acceptable runtime, and valuable insights provided.
Keywords: Floating-point arithmetic; Rigorous Round-off analysis; Sym-
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1 Introduction
Floating-point arithmetic underlies many critical scientific and engineering appli-
cations. Round-off errors introduced during floating-point computations have re-
sulted in egregious errors in applications ranging from statistical computing and
econometric software [33,2] to critical defense systems [39]. To guard against such
errors, formal verification tools are essential, and a basic capability in such tools
is the ability to rigorously estimate the round-off error generated by floating-
point expressions for given input intervals. This capability is also important in
designing rigorous mixed-precision tuning systems (e.g., [9]).
A number of tools for rigorous round-off analysis have been developed: Fluc-
tuat [14], Gappa [13], PRECiSA [49], Real2Float [31], Rosa [12], FPTaylor [47],
Numerors [26], and tools specialized for cyberphysical systems [36,43] to name
a few. Unfortunately, these tools cannot automatically handle floating-point ex-
pressions of thousands of operators that arise in even the simplest of practical
situations including recurrence equation solving schemes and algorithms such
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this space can at best handle expressions with a few dozen operators. To tackle
large sizes automatically, one must today employ abstract interpretation meth-
ods and/or theorem-proving methods [14,36,37,5]. The use of non-rigorous ap-
proaches that employ concrete evaluation on a reasonable sampling of the input
space [42,21,38,28,35] or Monte-Carlo-style approached [15,44] is also popular.
While such approaches are ultimately inevitable, formal verification is essential
for critical tasks such as aircraft collision avoidance verification [19]. A higher
degree of automation can greatly help with these verification tasks.
An analysis method’s ability to derive tight bounds is as important as its
ability to handle large expressions graphs. Interval analysis provides an efficient
and fast way to obtain error bounds; however, it inherently loses correlation be-
tween terms, resulting in quite pessimistic bounds. While affine analysis main-
tains correlations between error variables by keeping them formal (symbolic), it
can also result in pessimistic bounds, especially for non-linear expressions such
as x/(x+ 1), where the non-linearity is introduced by division.
In this work, we introduce a scalable and rigorous approach for error anal-
ysis embedded in a new tool, namely, Satire (Scalable Abstraction-guided
Technique for Incremental Rigorous analysis of round-off Errors). Satire sup-
ports scalable mixed-precision analysis and multi-output estimation of straight-
line floating-point code. We demonstrate that Satire can perform error estima-
tion for complex expression graphs involving thousands of operators, including
FFTs, recurrence equations, and partial differential equation (PDE) solving.
The recently proposed method of rigorously computing symbolic Taylor forms
and embodied in the FPTaylor tool [47] avoids problems associated with interval
and affine methods. Moreover, as the table of results in [47] and [26] show, FP-
Taylor also produces some of the tightest bounds when compared to the tools in
its class. However, FPTaylor cannot handle large expression graphs. For example,
for the discretized one-dimensional heat flow (“1D-heat”) equation calculation
using a stencil whose temporal application is unrolled over 10 time steps, about
442 expression nodes are generated. FPTaylor takes about 8 hours simply to
generate the Taylor form expression, following which its global optimizer fails
to handle this expression. In contrast, Satire handles the aforesaid 1D-heat
problem in a few seconds, generating tight bounds. Satire also has handled ex-
pressions with over 200K operators drawn from realistic examples. In addition,
Satire generates tighter error bounds than FPTaylor on most of FPTaylor’s
examples. To give an early indication of Satire’s performance, Table 1 provides
a sampling of examples (comprehensive evaluations in §2 and §6).
The benchmarks Jetengine, Kepler, and DQMOM are some of the largest that
have been handled by FPTaylor, but contain no more than a few dozen operators.
The much larger benchmarks including FFT-1024pt (an FFT computation of
1K inputs), and Lorenz-20steps (a Lorenz system that captures the “butterfly
effect”) are all representative of practically important examples. They far exceed
the capability of all existing round-off error analysis tools. The last column of
the table presents the empirically calculated (using shadow values) maximum
absolute error over 106 simulations for randomly selected data points from the
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Benchmarks # operators
Exec Time (secs) Absolute Error Empirical Max
Abs Error
Satire FPTaylor Satire FPTaylor
jetEngine 35 1.969 0.84 2.88E-08 7.09E-08 1.57E-12
kepler2 43 0.402 0.52 3.20E-12 2.53E-12 3.49E-13
dqmom 35 0.206 0.63 9.66E-10 6.91E-05 3.27E-13
1D-heat-10steps 442 2.1 - 6.11E-15 NA 5.45E-16
FFT-1024pt 43K 180 - 7.80E-13 NA 6.18E-15
Lorenz-20steps 307 284 - 1.25E-14 NA 3.59E-15
input intervals. Lacking other means of easily obtaining tight rigorous bounds,
these results provide a good indication of how close Satire’s bounds are.
Satire only analyzes for first-order error. To check whether we are lacking
precision due to this, we ran FPTaylor on its own benchmarks with its second-
order error analysis turned off, only finding that the resulting error values were
still bit-identical. This shows that it can be very difficult to create examples
where second-order error matters. In [29], the authors further emphasize this
point by mentioning that they had to refine their second-order error analysis
beyond the approach taken in FPTaylor.
Roadmap: In §2, we explain Satire’s contributions at a high level; this helps
better understand the remainder of the paper. In §2, we explain the essen-
tial background on floating-point arithmetic and the global optimization-based
error analysis done in Satire.We also point out the key contributions made
by Satire. In §3, we explain the incremental analysis adopted in Satire. §4
presents the formal details of Satire’s error analysis with heuristics for abstrac-
tion and for improving global optimization/canonicalization detailed in §5. §6
presents a comprehensive evaluation of Satire on many practical examples. §7
presents additional related work. §8 has our concluding remarks.
2 Background, Contributions
A binary floating-point number systems, F, is a subset of real numbers repre-
sentable in finite precision and expressed as tuple (s,m, e, p) with p = 53 and
24 for double and single precision numbers, respectively, s ∈ {−1, 1} is the sign
bit, m the mantissa, and e the exponent. We consider only normal numbers
where m ∈ [1, 2). Any such number, x˜ ∈ F has the value s · m · 2e. If x ∈ R,
then x˜ denotes an element in F closest to x obtained by applying the rounding
operator(◦) to x. The IEEE 754 standard defines four rounding modes for ele-
mentary floating-point operations. Every real number x lying in the range of F
can be approximated by a member x˜ ∈ F with a relative error no larger than the
unit round-off u =
1
2
21−p. Here, 21−p represents the unit of least precision (ulp)
for the exponent value of 1. Thus, to relate the quantities x˜ and x over the round-
ing operator, if x ∈ R lies in the range of F, then x˜ = ◦(x) = x(1 + δ), |δ| ≤ u.
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Given two exactly represented floating-point numbers, x˜ and y˜, arithmetic
operators  ∈ {+,−, ·, /} have the following guarantees:
◦(x˜  y˜) = (x˜  y˜)(1 + δ), |δ| ≤ u
= (x˜  y˜) + (x˜  y˜)δ = {real value}+ { round-off error } (1)
Thus, the rounded result involves an interval centered around the real exact
value. The width of this interval is determined by the amount of round-off error
accumulated. Besides the elementary operators, Satire supports other complex
mathematical operations such as transcendentals. In such cases, the bound on
the δ terms changes as a multiple of u. We keep a default configurable value
for each operator, allowing the user to obtain customized error bounds for the
specific math library being used.
Affine arithmetic [48] is often employed to keep errors correlated. A real
number xˆ is represented in affine form as xˆ = x0 +
∑n
i=1 xii, where x0 denotes
the central value and the xi’s are finite floating-point numbers representing noise
coefficients associated with the corresponding noise variables, i’s. The i are
formal variables whose value lies in [−1, 1] but are unknown until assigned. This
representation allows converging paths to cancel out error terms and improve
tightness. For example (x − x) in affine analysis will yield 0 because the noise
variables can cancel each other out. Unlike affine analysis, interval analysis keeps
widening the intervals. Satire’s approach can be viewed as “symbolic affine”
(much like FPTaylor) in that the noise coefficients, xi, are symbolic, as further
clarified in §2.
We use the following notations and conventions in the upcoming sections.
We assume that an expression E defined over inputs X is being analyzed for the
round-off error, given that each xi ∈ X is instantiated with input interval Ii ∈ I.
Here, E is assumed to be represented as a DAG, and the process of analyzing E
consists of somehow obtaining the error at each interior DAG node i, represented
by Ei, and then calculating how much this error contributes to the final error.
Suppose Erri be the error generated by subexpression Ei (details in §4). We
also use the notation Ei and E (respectively) to denote Ei and E that have
been evaluated to ground values (fully evaluated after variable substitutions) by
instantiating xi ∈ X with intervals Ii ∈ I. We now explain how Satire ensures
scalability (Page 4) and tight bounds (Page 6).
Contributions Toward Scalability: Incremental Approach Satire adopts
an incremental approach while generating the error contributions of node Ei to
the final output. In other words, we perform a breadth-first walk of the ex-
pression DAG of E , enumerating subexpression nodes Ei. At each Ei, we perform
first-order error analysis (see §4) of the total error generated at Ei to compute the
error expression Erri. We then multiply this error with the path strength of all
the paths going from Ei to E .3 Let there be M such paths with path strengths
3The notion of “path-strength” is explained in §4, but basically it is the value of
the derivative of E with respect to Ei that is calculated using symbolic reverse-mode
automatic differentiation.
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p1, p2, . . . pM . In many examples such as 1D-heat, M grows exponentially with
the depth of Ei due to path reconvergence in expression DAGs.
In FPTaylor, the Symbolic Taylor Form ends up having the form ΣMj=1 (pj ·
Erri) which is huge for large M , as the error expression Erri is replicated M
times. This replication happens multiple times, explaining why it took 8 hours
to generate its Symbolic Taylor Form for 1D-heat.
With Satire, we first compute Erri as explained in §4. We then compute
Erri ·ΣMj=1 pj , which is the product of the error with the effective path strength
ΣMj=1 pj , taking all the paths from Ei to E into account. This is significantly
smaller in that it does not replicate Erri a very large number of times. This
explains why Satire finished on 1D-heat in a few seconds even without using
abstractions. Generating such factored forms also aids SimEngine [46] (detailed
below under “canonicalizations”).
Automated Introduction of Abstractions: During a bottom-up (forward)
pass to build E , Satire performs symbolic execution to build the symbolic ex-
pression for Ei. While doing so, Satire uses a heuristic to decide whether or not
to automatically create an abstraction for Ei.





Internal nodes with Local Error terms
Fig. 1. Incremental error analysis using gradual abstraction
Figure 1 illustrates this incremental abstraction scheme. We employ a cost
metric based on information-theory [45] to obtain a set of cut-points in the
abstract syntax tree (AST). Each of these cut-points serve as the Ei for which
abstractions are created. The selected cut-points then become free variables,
carrying concrete error interval bounds (explained below) for the rest of the
error analysis. In Figure 1, we introduce our first abstraction at height 2 for a
stencil-type computation.
Clearly there is a risk of losing variable correlations in the process. In §5, we
point out that with well-chosen heuristics, this risk can be minimized, providing
still tight error estimates. These abstractions are key to Satire’s performance on
larger examples, and can be viewed as an appropriate tradeoff between scalability
and bound tightness. By performing abstractions, the error analysis at each of
the abstracted nodes Ei is a much more manageable process and finishes quickly.
Secondly, we incrementally compute the error bounds of Ei with respect to the
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variables Xi mentioned in it using a global optimization call that refers to the
appropriate intervals Ii. This is a much smaller optimization query that finishes
fast. The resulting error expression is a concrete value interval that is propagated
upstream for further error analysis. In other words, during Satire’s analysis,
a mixture of symbolic and concrete error intervals are propagated across the
expression DAG.4 This dramatically reduces overall error analysis complexity.
Contributions Toward Tight Bounds: Expression Canonicalization: A cen-
tral step that is involved at every stage in Satire’s operation is this: given
an expression E and the intervals in which the variables in E lie, compute the
tightest interval bound for E . Consider computing this for a simple expression
such as x · x · x using an interval library such as Gaol where x ∈ [−1, 5]. Gaol
would perform two successive interval multiplications, resulting in [−25, 125]. To
allow users to obtain better bounds, Gaol provide a special interface function
pow using which the above call can be written as pow(x, 3). Intuitively the use
of functions such as pow(x, 3) conveys the information that the same x instance
is being acted upon, allowing Gaol to obtain [−1, 125]. Unfortunately, there are
only a limited number of interface functions such as pow, and therefore, in gen-
eral, an external canonicalizer must be used to reduce the number of distinct
occurrences of variables in an expression. SimEngine’s “expand” strategy allows
us to achieve this effect, which then allows the back-end optimizer Gelpia (that
uses the interval branch-and-bound algorithm) to converge to tight bounds much
more quickly. For the DQMOM example in Table 1, this was the main reason
why we improved upon FPTaylor’s result of 6.9e-05 to 9.6e-10 in Satire (§4).
Avoid Impeding Canonicalization: Not only must explicit canonicalization be
performed wherever possible, we avoid taking steps that can block canonicaliza-
tion. To be more specific, denote the sum of path strengths at expression site Ei,
i.e., ΣMj=1 pj , by Si. When we perform a depth-oriented traversal of the expres-
sion DAG, let us imagine generating expressions E1, . . . , EK (where the Ei are the
subexpressions of E) with corresponding errors Err1, . . . , ErrK . The final error
at the output of E is Err = ΠKi=1 Si ·Erri. Let the final concrete error at the out-
put of E be Err. There are two ways to arrive at Err: (1) As a concretization of
ΠKi=1 abs(Si · Erri); or (2) As a concretization of ΠKi=1 abs(Si) · abs(Erri). While
both these are real-number equivalent, the latter expression blocks canonicaliza-
tions from occurring within SimEngine. All our results jumped from being worse
than FPTaylor’s to being better than FPTaylor’s when we adopted the former
form (the jump from Satire (UnOpt) to Satire in Table 1).
3 Illustrative Example
In Satire, a floating-point straight line program is parsed into an abstract
syntax tree (AST) where each node of the AST is an operator (e.g., {+,−, ·, /}
or others such as exp and transcendentals). Figure 2 shows the AST for the
4As can be seen, Satire is neither “interval based” nor “affine based”—it is best
viewed as a judicious combination of interval and “symbolic-affine” analysis.
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<latexit sha1_base64="uQsIzpEzn6XOrZ4M3GO9g6XKNVs=">AAACG3icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dhBahopSZulAQoSiKCxdV7AM6tWTStA1mMkOSKd Sh/+FG8EvcuFDEleDCvzF9LHwdCBzOOZebe7yQM6Vt+9NKTE3PzM4l51MLi0vLK+nVtYoKIklomQQ8kDUPK8qZoGXNNKe1UFLse5xWvZvjoV/tUalYIK50P6QNH3cEazOCtZGa6YLLsehwinq76BCdVpoFtI1ud9wDFLsEc3QyuI7PLwe53u4WcuUo2kxn7bw9AvpLnAnJFjPu9gMAlJrpd7cVkMinQhOOlao7dqgbM ZaaEU4HKTdSNMTkBndo3VCBfaoa8ei2Ado0Sgu1A2me0Gikfp+Isa9U3/dM0se6q357Q/E/rx7p9n4jZiKMNBVkvKgdcaQDNCwKtZikRPO+IZhIZv6KSBdLTLSpM2VKcH6f/JdUCnnHzjsXTrZ4BGMkYQMykAMH9qAIZ1CCMhC4g0d4hhfr3nqyXq23cTRhTWbW4Qesjy9R85/7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZDggA/XGOpAWTsRVmxG7T2uT/is=">AAACG3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZduQotQqZSZdqEgQlEUFy6q2Ad0asmkaRuayQxJpl CH/oULN/6KGxeKuBJc9G9MHwttPRA4nHMuN/e4AaNSWdbQiC0sLi2vxFcTa+sbm1vm9k5Z+qHApIR95ouqiyRhlJOSooqRaiAI8lxGKm73fORXekRI6vM71Q9I3UNtTlsUI6WlhplzGOJtRmAvD0/hZbmRgxn4cOicwMjBiMGLwX10fTtI9/IH0BHjaMNMWVlrDDhP7ClJFZJO5nFY6Bcb5pfT9HHoEa4wQ1LWbCtQ9 QgJRTEjg4QTShIg3EVtUtOUI4/IejS+bQD3tdKELV/oxxUcq78nIuRJ2fdcnfSQ6shZbyT+59VC1TquR5QHoSIcTxa1QgaVD0dFwSYVBCvW1wRhQfVfIe4ggbDSdSZ0CfbsyfOknMvaVta+sVOFMzBBHOyBJEgDGxyBArgCRVACGDyBF/AG3o1n49X4MD4n0ZgxndkFf2B8/wBbXaGB</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZDggA/XGOpAWTsRVmxG7T2uT/is=">AAACG3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZduQotQqZSZdqEgQlEUFy6q2Ad0asmkaRuayQxJpl CH/oULN/6KGxeKuBJc9G9MHwttPRA4nHMuN/e4AaNSWdbQiC0sLi2vxFcTa+sbm1vm9k5Z+qHApIR95ouqiyRhlJOSooqRaiAI8lxGKm73fORXekRI6vM71Q9I3UNtTlsUI6WlhplzGOJtRmAvD0/hZbmRgxn4cOicwMjBiMGLwX10fTtI9/IH0BHjaMNMWVlrDDhP7ClJFZJO5nFY6Bcb5pfT9HHoEa4wQ1LWbCtQ9 QgJRTEjg4QTShIg3EVtUtOUI4/IejS+bQD3tdKELV/oxxUcq78nIuRJ2fdcnfSQ6shZbyT+59VC1TquR5QHoSIcTxa1QgaVD0dFwSYVBCvW1wRhQfVfIe4ggbDSdSZ0CfbsyfOknMvaVta+sVOFMzBBHOyBJEgDGxyBArgCRVACGDyBF/AG3o1n49X4MD4n0ZgxndkFf2B8/wBbXaGB</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a48e7OH3j/+NKUpfp68soOkmz6Q=">AAACG3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJUlDLTLhREKIriwkUV+4DOWDJppg3NZIYkU6 jD/Icbf8WNC0VcCS78G9PHQlsPBA7nnMvNPW7IqFSm+W2k5uYXFpfSy5mV1bX1jezmVk0GkcCkigMWiIaLJGGUk6qiipFGKAjyXUbqbu986Nf7REga8Ds1CInjow6nHsVIaamVLdoM8Q4jsF+Cp/Cy1irCA/hwaJ/A2MaIwYvkPr6+TfL90j60xSjayubMgjkCnCXWhOTABJVW9tNuBzjyCVeYISmblhkqJ0ZCUcxIk rEjSUKEe6hDmppy5BPpxKPbErinlTb0AqEfV3Ck/p6IkS/lwHd10keqK6e9ofif14yUd+zElIeRIhyPF3kRgyqAw6JgmwqCFRtogrCg+q8Qd5FAWOk6M7oEa/rkWVIrFiyzYN1YufLZpI402AG7IA8scATK4ApUQBVg8AiewSt4M56MF+Pd+BhHU8ZkZhv8gfH1Az90nnI=</latexit>
 v3 = v2 + z, ELR(v3) 
<latexit sha1_base64="Qd7ATzvC8pe+74c5ZmGE+CiBmUA=">AAACGnicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dhBahopSZdqEgQlEEFy6qWBU6tWTStA3NZIYkU6hDv8O NC3/EjQtF3Ikb/8b0sdDWA4HDOedyc48Xcqa0bX9biZnZufmF5GJqaXlldS29vnGtgkgSWiEBD+SthxXlTNCKZprT21BS7Huc3nidk4F/06VSsUBc6V5Iaz5uCdZkBGsj1dOOy7FocYq6RXSEuvUC2kX3e+4hil2COTrt38Xnl/1ct7iDXDlM1tNZO28PgaaJMybZUsbdfQKAcj396TYCEvlUaMKxUlXHDnUtxlIzwmk/5UaKhph0 cItWDRXYp6oWD0/ro22jNFAzkOYJjYbq74kY+0r1fM8kfazbatIbiP951Ug3D2oxE2GkqSCjRc2IIx2gQU+owSQlmvcMwUQy81dE2lhiok2bKVOCM3nyNLku5B0771w42dIxjJCELchADhzYhxKcQRkqQOABnuEV3qxH68V6tz5G0YQ1ntmEP7C+fgDpXJ/L</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iga0oLj5UYvh8yoY7d7ZsYJQHVU=">AAACGnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3oUWoVMpMu1AQYVAEFy6q2Ad0xpJJ0zY0kxmSTKEO/Qv Bjb/ixoUi7sRN/8b0sdDqgcDhnHO5uccLGZXKNEdGYmFxaXkluZpaW9/Y3Epv71RlEAlMKjhggah7SBJGOakoqhiph4Ig32Ok5vXOx36tT4SkAb9Vg5C4Pupw2qYYKS0105bDEO8wAvsleAr7zSLMw/tD5wTGDkYMXgzv4qubYa5fOoCOmCSb6axZMCeAf4k1I1k74+QfRvag3Ex/Oq0ARz7hCjMkZcMyQ+XGSCiKGRmmnEiSEOEe 6pCGphz5RLrx5LQh3NdKC7YDoR9XcKL+nIiRL+XA93TSR6or572x+J/XiFT72I0pDyNFOJ4uakcMqgCOe4ItKghWbKAJwoLqv0LcRQJhpdtM6RKs+ZP/kmqxYJkF69rK2mdgiiTYAxmQAxY4Aja4BGVQARg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+ptGEMZvZBb9gfH0D8sahUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iga0oLj5UYvh8yoY7d7ZsYJQHVU=">AAACGnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3oUWoVMpMu1AQYVAEFy6q2Ad0xpJJ0zY0kxmSTKEO/Qv Bjb/ixoUi7sRN/8b0sdDqgcDhnHO5uccLGZXKNEdGYmFxaXkluZpaW9/Y3Epv71RlEAlMKjhggah7SBJGOakoqhiph4Ig32Ok5vXOx36tT4SkAb9Vg5C4Pupw2qYYKS0105bDEO8wAvsleAr7zSLMw/tD5wTGDkYMXgzv4qubYa5fOoCOmCSb6axZMCeAf4k1I1k74+QfRvag3Ex/Oq0ARz7hCjMkZcMyQ+XGSCiKGRmmnEiSEOEe 6pCGphz5RLrx5LQh3NdKC7YDoR9XcKL+nIiRL+XA93TSR6or572x+J/XiFT72I0pDyNFOJ4uakcMqgCOe4ItKghWbKAJwoLqv0LcRQJhpdtM6RKs+ZP/kmqxYJkF69rK2mdgiiTYAxmQAxY4Aja4BGVQARg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+ptGEMZvZBb9gfH0D8sahUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kcs6d4tRKt9HYiR3a//4as6pcDI=">AAACGnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWISKUmbahYIIRRFcuKhiH9AZh0yaaUMzmSHJFOrQ73D jr7hxoYg7cePfmE670NYDgcM553JzjxcxKpVpfhtz8wuLS8uZlezq2vrGZm5ruy7DWGBSwyELRdNDkjDKSU1RxUgzEgQFHiMNr3cx8ht9IiQN+Z0aRMQJUIdTn2KktOTmLJsh3mEE9svwDPbdEjyED0f2KUxsjBi8HN4n17fDQr98AG2RJt1c3iyaKeAssSYkDyaourlPux3iOCBcYYakbFlmpJwECUUxI8OsHUsSIdxDHdLSlKOA SCdJTxvCfa20oR8K/biCqfp7IkGBlIPA08kAqa6c9kbif14rVv6Jk1AexYpwPF7kxwyqEI56gm0qCFZsoAnCguq/QtxFAmGl28zqEqzpk2dJvVS0zKJ1Y+Ur55M6MmAX7IECsMAxqIArUAU1gMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+NjHJ0zJjM74A+Mrx/W3Z5C</latexit>
 3.5, 0 
<latexit sha1_base64="BKsCob7b/0hf8ptGLoW5vUbSStI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZmgRBKUkiuiy6MZlBfuAJpTJdNIOnUzCzEQooeCn 6MaFIm79Dnf+jdO0C209cOHMOfcy954g4Uxpx/m2CkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o69u9dUcSoJbZCYx7IdYEU5E7Shmea0nUiKo4DTVjC8mfitByoVi8W9HiXUj3BfsJARrI3UtQ88jkWfU3RevThFjifzV9euOFUnB1ok7oxUamXv5AkA6l37y+vFJI2o0IRjpTquk2g/w1Izwum45KWKJpgMcZ92DBU4osrP8vXH6MgoPRTG0p TQKFd/T2Q4UmoUBaYzwnqg5r2J+J/XSXV45WdMJKmmgkw/ClOOdIwmWaAek5RoPjIEE8nMrogMsMREm8RKJgR3/uRF0jyruk7VvXMrtWuYogiHUIZjcOESanALdWgAgQye4RXerEfrxXq3PqatBWs2sw9/YH3+AD7Bldk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwvx3143lVyn202QAdfW4mjR5/I=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZmgRBKUkiugy6MZlBfuAJpTJdNoOnUzCzEQooeBH +ANuXCji1u9w179xmnah1QMXzpxzL3PvCRPOlHaciVVYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSWidxDyWrRArypmgdc00p61EUhyFnDbD4c3Ubz5QqVgs7vUooUGE+4L1GMHaSB37wOdY9DlF59WLU+T4Mn917IpTdXKgv8Sdk4pX9k+eJt6o1rG//G5M0ogKTThWqu06iQ4yLDUjnI5LfqpogskQ92nbUIEjqoIsX3+MjozSRb 1YmhIa5erPiQxHSo2i0HRGWA/UojcV//Paqe5dBRkTSaqpILOPeilHOkbTLFCXSUo0HxmCiWRmV0QGWGKiTWIlE4K7ePJf0jiruk7VvXMr3jXMUIRDKMMxuHAJHtxCDepAIINneIU369F6sd6tj1lrwZrP7MMvWJ/fSCuXXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwvx3143lVyn202QAdfW4mjR5/I=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZmgRBKUkiugy6MZlBfuAJpTJdNoOnUzCzEQooeBH +ANuXCji1u9w179xmnah1QMXzpxzL3PvCRPOlHaciVVYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSWidxDyWrRArypmgdc00p61EUhyFnDbD4c3Ubz5QqVgs7vUooUGE+4L1GMHaSB37wOdY9DlF59WLU+T4Mn917IpTdXKgv8Sdk4pX9k+eJt6o1rG//G5M0ogKTThWqu06iQ4yLDUjnI5LfqpogskQ92nbUIEjqoIsX3+MjozSRb 1YmhIa5erPiQxHSo2i0HRGWA/UojcV//Paqe5dBRkTSaqpILOPeilHOkbTLFCXSUo0HxmCiWRmV0QGWGKiTWIlE4K7ePJf0jiruk7VvXMr3jXMUIRDKMMxuHAJHtxCDepAIINneIU369F6sd6tj1lrwZrP7MMvWJ/fSCuXXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKDNJNzXQ8izGLYt2qLC5xFC5/M=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPEhIFNFj0YvHCtYWmlA22027dLMJuxuhhIJ/ xYsHRbz6O7z5b9ymOWjrg4G3782wMy9MOVPadb+tytLyyupadb22sbm1vWPv7j2oJJOEtkjCE9kJsaKcCdrSTHPaSSXFcchpOxzdTP32I5WKJeJej1MaxHggWMQI1kbq2Qc+x2LAKTp3Lk6R68vi1bPrruMWQIvEK0kdSjR79pffT0gWU6EJx0p1PTfVQY6lZoTTSc3PFE0xGeEB7RoqcExVkBfrT9CxUfooSqQpoVGh/p 7IcazUOA5NZ4z1UM17U/E/r5vp6CrImUgzTQWZfRRlHOkETbNAfSYp0XxsCCaSmV0RGWKJiTaJ1UwI3vzJi+ThzPFcx7vz6o3rMo4qHMIRnIAHl9CAW2hCCwjk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/Uxa61Y5cw+/IH1+QMsQpRQ</latexit>
 3.5, 0 
<latexit sha1_base64="BKsCob7b/0hf8ptGLoW5vUbSStI=">AAAB/n icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZmgRBKUkiuiy6MZlBfuAJpTJdNIOnUzCzEQooeCn6MaFIm79Dnf+jdO0C209cOHMOfcy954g4Uxpx/m2CkvLK6trxfXSxu bW9o69u9dUcSoJbZCYx7IdYEU5E7Shmea0nUiKo4DTVjC8mfitByoVi8W9HiXUj3BfsJARrI3UtQ88jkWfU3RevThFjifzV9euOFUnB1ok7oxUamXv5A kA6l37y+vFJI2o0IRjpTquk2g/w1Izwum45KWKJpgMcZ92DBU4osrP8vXH6MgoPRTG0pTQKFd/T2Q4UmoUBaYzwnqg5r2J+J/XSXV45WdMJKmmgkw/Cl OOdIwmWaAek5RoPjIEE8nMrogMsMREm8RKJgR3/uRF0jyruk7VvXMrtWuYogiHUIZjcOESanALdWgAgQye4RXerEfrxXq3PqatBWs2sw9/YH3+AD7Bld k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwvx3143lVyn202QAdfW4mjR5/I=">AAAB/n icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZmgRBKUkiugy6MZlBfuAJpTJdNoOnUzCzEQooeBH+ANuXCji1u9w179xmnah1QMXzpxzL3PvCRPOlHaciVVYWl5ZXSuulz Y2t7Z37N29hopTSWidxDyWrRArypmgdc00p61EUhyFnDbD4c3Ubz5QqVgs7vUooUGE+4L1GMHaSB37wOdY9DlF59WLU+T4Mn917IpTdXKgv8Sdk4pX9k +eJt6o1rG//G5M0ogKTThWqu06iQ4yLDUjnI5LfqpogskQ92nbUIEjqoIsX3+MjozSRb1YmhIa5erPiQxHSo2i0HRGWA/UojcV//Paqe5dBRkTSaqpIL OPeilHOkbTLFCXSUo0HxmCiWRmV0QGWGKiTWIlE4K7ePJf0jiruk7VvXMr3jXMUIRDKMMxuHAJHtxCDepAIINneIU369F6sd6tj1lrwZrP7MMvWJ/fSC uXXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwvx3143lVyn202QAdfW4mjR5/I=">AAAB/n icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZmgRBKUkiugy6MZlBfuAJpTJdNoOnUzCzEQooeBH+ANuXCji1u9w179xmnah1QMXzpxzL3PvCRPOlHaciVVYWl5ZXSuulz Y2t7Z37N29hopTSWidxDyWrRArypmgdc00p61EUhyFnDbD4c3Ubz5QqVgs7vUooUGE+4L1GMHaSB37wOdY9DlF59WLU+T4Mn917IpTdXKgv8Sdk4pX9k +eJt6o1rG//G5M0ogKTThWqu06iQ4yLDUjnI5LfqpogskQ92nbUIEjqoIsX3+MjozSRb1YmhIa5erPiQxHSo2i0HRGWA/UojcV//Paqe5dBRkTSaqpIL OPeilHOkbTLFCXSUo0HxmCiWRmV0QGWGKiTWIlE4K7ePJf0jiruk7VvXMr3jXMUIRDKMMxuHAJHtxCDepAIINneIU369F6sd6tj1lrwZrP7MMvWJ/fSC uXXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKDNJNzXQ8izGLYt2qLC5xFC5/M=">AAAB/n icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPEhIFNFj0YvHCtYWmlA22027dLMJuxuhhIJ/xYsHRbz6O7z5b9ymOWjrg4G3782wMy9MOVPadb+tytLyyupadb22sb m1vWPv7j2oJJOEtkjCE9kJsaKcCdrSTHPaSSXFcchpOxzdTP32I5WKJeJej1MaxHggWMQI1kbq2Qc+x2LAKTp3Lk6R68vi1bPrruMWQIvEK0kdSjR79p ffT0gWU6EJx0p1PTfVQY6lZoTTSc3PFE0xGeEB7RoqcExVkBfrT9CxUfooSqQpoVGh/p7IcazUOA5NZ4z1UM17U/E/r5vp6CrImUgzTQWZfRRlHOkETb NAfSYp0XxsCCaSmV0RGWKJiTaJ1UwI3vzJi+ThzPFcx7vz6o3rMo4qHMIRnIAHl9CAW2hCCwjk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/Uxa61Y5cw+/IH1+QMsQpRQ</late xit>
 v2 = v1 · x, ELR(v2) 
<latexit sha1_base64="fR8kpnDvpMNJWvcavl3DRmvc2iM=">AAACIX icbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWb0CJUlDLTjQURiiK4cFHFPqBTSyZN29BMZkgyxTL0V0TwV9y4UKQ78WdMHwutXkg4nAfJPV7ImdK2/WktLC4tr6wm1pLrG 5tb26md3YoKIklomQQ8kDUPK8qZoGXNNKe1UFLse5xWvd7FWK/2qVQsEHd6ENKGjzuCtRnB2lDNVMHlWHQ4Rf1mHp2Z20EuaQUaPRwj9xTFLsEcXQ7v 4+vbYdZ4DpErJ4FmKmPn7Mmgv8CZgUwx7R49AUCpmRq5rYBEPhWacKxU3bFD3Yix1IxwOky6kaIhJj3coXUDBfapasSTDYfowDAt1A6kOUKjCfszEWN fqYHvGaePdVfNa2PyP60e6XahETMRRpoKMn2oHXGkAzSuC7WYpETzgQGYSGb+ikgXS0y0KTVpSnDmV/4LKvmcY+ecGydTPIfpJGAf0pAFB06gCFdQgj IQeIQXeIN369l6tT6s0dS6YM0ye/BrrK9vjB6ixQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bqQbRY7xGHGwpB405DSwdOFrdgM=">AAACIX icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZduQotQUcpMNxZEGBTBhYsq9gGdsWTStA3NZIYkUyxD/8K1G3/FjQtFuiv+jOljodULCYfzILnHjxiVyrLGRmppeWV1Lb2e2 djc2t4xd/eqMowFJhUcslDUfSQJo5xUFFWM1CNBUOAzUvN7lxO91idC0pDfq0FEvAB1OG1TjJSmmmbJZYh3GIH9ZhGe69uGLm6FCj6eQPcMJi5GDF4N H5Kbu2Fee46gK6aBppmzCtZ04F9gz0HOybrHT2NnUG6aI7cV4jggXGGGpGzYVqS8BAlFMSPDjBtLEiHcQx3S0JCjgEgvmW44hIeaacF2KPThCk7Zn4k EBVIOAl87A6S6clGbkP9pjVi1S15CeRQrwvHsoXbMoArhpC7YooJgxQYaICyo/ivEXSQQVrrUjC7BXlz5L6gWC7ZVsG/tnHMBZpMGByAL8sAGp8AB16 AMKgCDZ/AK3sGH8WK8GZ/GaGZNGfPMPvg1xtc3lYikSw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bqQbRY7xGHGwpB405DSwdOFrdgM=">AAACIX icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZduQotQUcpMNxZEGBTBhYsq9gGdsWTStA3NZIYkUyxD/8K1G3/FjQtFuiv+jOljodULCYfzILnHjxiVyrLGRmppeWV1Lb2e2 djc2t4xd/eqMowFJhUcslDUfSQJo5xUFFWM1CNBUOAzUvN7lxO91idC0pDfq0FEvAB1OG1TjJSmmmbJZYh3GIH9ZhGe69uGLm6FCj6eQPcMJi5GDF4N H5Kbu2Fee46gK6aBppmzCtZ04F9gz0HOybrHT2NnUG6aI7cV4jggXGGGpGzYVqS8BAlFMSPDjBtLEiHcQx3S0JCjgEgvmW44hIeaacF2KPThCk7Zn4k EBVIOAl87A6S6clGbkP9pjVi1S15CeRQrwvHsoXbMoArhpC7YooJgxQYaICyo/ivEXSQQVrrUjC7BXlz5L6gWC7ZVsG/tnHMBZpMGByAL8sAGp8AB16 AMKgCDZ/AK3sGH8WK8GZ/GaGZNGfPMPvg1xtc3lYikSw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ljL3/kXvQUWBkikbdv80bpkzWZ4=">AAACIX icbVBNS8MwGE79nPOr6tFLcAgTZLS7OBBhKIIHD1PcB6y1pGm2haVpSdLhKP0rXvwrXjwospv4Z8w+Drr5QsLD80HyPn7MqFSW9WUsLa+srq3nNvKbW 9s7u+befkNGicCkjiMWiZaPJGGUk7qiipFWLAgKfUaafv9qrDcHREga8Qc1jIkboi6nHYqR0pRnVhyGeJcROPDK8ELfNnRwECn4dAqdc5g6GDF4nT2m t/dZUXtOoCMmAc8sWCVrMnAR2DNQALOpeebICSKchIQrzJCUbduKlZsioShmJMs7iSQxwn3UJW0NOQqJdNPJhhk81kwAO5HQhys4YX8nUhRKOQx97Qy R6sl5bUz+p7UT1am4KeVxogjH04c6CYMqguO6YEAFwYoNNUBYUP1XiHtIIKx0qXldgj2/8iJolEu2VbLv7EL1clZHDhyCI1AENjgDVXADaqAOMHgGr+ AdfBgvxpvxaYym1iVjljkAf8b4/gF5n6E8</latexit>
 FV2, ETR(FV2) 
<latexit sha1_base64="l22lgy79J7n3sZjNdG1CK7mIhAI=">AAACDnicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dhJZCRSkz3Si4KYriskpf0Kklk6ZtaCYzJBmhDP0C N36Cv+DGhSJuXbvzb0wfC209cOHknHvJvccLOVPatr+txNLyyupacj21sbm1vZPe3aupIJKEVknAA9nwsKKcCVrVTHPaCCXFvsdp3RtcjP36PZWKBaKihyFt+bgnWJcRrI3UTudcjkWPU3RVaxePkXuGLu/iyu0oP34fIldO3HY6axfsCdAicWYkW8q4R08AUG6nv9xOQCKfCk04Vqrp2KFuxVhqRjgdpdxI0RCTAe7RpqE C+1S14sk5I5QzSgd1A2lKaDRRf0/E2Fdq6Hum08e6r+a9sfif14x097QVMxFGmgoy/agbcaQDNM4GdZikRPOhIZhIZnZFpI8lJtokmDIhOPMnL5JaseDYBefGyZbOYYokHEAG8uDACZTgGspQBQIP8Ayv8GY9Wi/Wu/UxbU1Ys5l9+APr8wex/Jt2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YWLnsCV+yp22egZ50HzeFb4+zqs=">AAACDnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZduQkuhopSZbhTcFEVxWaUv6NSSSTNtaCYzJBmhDP0C Ny78ETcuFHHr2l3/xsy0C60euHByzr3k3uOGjEplWVMjs7S8srqWXc9tbG5t75i7e00ZRAKTBg5YINoukoRRThqKKkbaoSDIdxlpuaOLxG/dEyFpwOtqHJKujwacehQjpaWeWXQY4gNG4FWzVzmGzhm8vIvrt5NS8j6EjkjdnlmwylYK+JfYc1Ko5p2jp2l1XOuZX04/wJFPuMIMSdmxrVB1YyQUxYxMck4kSYjwCA1IR1O OfCK7cXrOBBa10odeIHRxBVP150SMfCnHvqs7faSGctFLxP+8TqS8025MeRgpwvHsIy9iUAUwyQb2qSBYsbEmCAuqd4V4iATCSieY0yHYiyf/Jc1K2bbK9o1dqJ6DGbLgAORBCdjgBFTBNaiBBsDgATyDV/BmPBovxrvxMWvNGPOZffALxuc3u2ac/A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YWLnsCV+yp22egZ50HzeFb4+zqs=">AAACDnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZduQkuhopSZbhTcFEVxWaUv6NSSSTNtaCYzJBmhDP0C Ny78ETcuFHHr2l3/xsy0C60euHByzr3k3uOGjEplWVMjs7S8srqWXc9tbG5t75i7e00ZRAKTBg5YINoukoRRThqKKkbaoSDIdxlpuaOLxG/dEyFpwOtqHJKujwacehQjpaWeWXQY4gNG4FWzVzmGzhm8vIvrt5NS8j6EjkjdnlmwylYK+JfYc1Ko5p2jp2l1XOuZX04/wJFPuMIMSdmxrVB1YyQUxYxMck4kSYjwCA1IR1O OfCK7cXrOBBa10odeIHRxBVP150SMfCnHvqs7faSGctFLxP+8TqS8025MeRgpwvHsIy9iUAUwyQb2qSBYsbEmCAuqd4V4iATCSieY0yHYiyf/Jc1K2bbK9o1dqJ6DGbLgAORBCdjgBFTBNaiBBsDgATyDV/BmPBovxrvxMWvNGPOZffALxuc3u2ac/A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0QQySJ4ZSJ5LqDzCl+5vQevaurc=">AAACDnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsBQqSEm6UXBTFMVllb6giWEynbZDJ5MwMxFK6Be4 8VfcuFDErWt3/o2TNAttPXDhzDn3MvceP2JUKsv6NpaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z1dc2+/LcNYYNLCIQtF10eSMMpJS1HFSDcSBAU+Ix1/fJn6nQciJA15U00i4gZoyOmAYqS05JllhyE+ZARet73aCXTO4dV90rybVtL3MXRE5npmyapaGeAisXNSAjkanvnl9EMcB4QrzJCUPduKlJsgoShmZFp0YkkihMdoSHqachQQ6SbZOVN Y1kofDkKhiyuYqb8nEhRIOQl83RkgNZLzXir+5/ViNThzE8qjWBGOZx8NYgZVCNNsYJ8KghWbaIKwoHpXiEdIIKx0gkUdgj1/8iJp16q2VbVv7VL9Io+jAA7BEagAG5yCOrgBDdACGDyCZ/AK3own48V4Nz5mrUtGPnMA/sD4/AGffZnt</latexit>  z, ETR(z) 
<latexit sha1_base64="dY0Lf6y97dnerVh4Mtjdr2xhQzw=">AAACCHicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opYWDglCRAm7Ngo2QREso+QF2RhmJ5NkyOzsMjMrJ EtKG7/C3sZCEVs/wc6/cfIoNPHAhcM593LvPV7ImdK2/W0lFhaXlleSq6m19Y3NrfT2TkUFkSS0TAIeyJqHFeVM0LJmmtNaKCn2PU6rXu9y5FfvqVQsECXdD2nDxx3B2oxgbaRmet/lWHQ4RYNj5J6jq7u4dDvMDQ6RK8d6M5218/YYaJ44U5ItZNyjJwAoNtNfbisgkU+FJhwrVXfsUDdiLDUjnA5TbqRoiEkPd 2jdUIF9qhrx+JEhOjBKC7UDaUpoNFZ/T8TYV6rve6bTx7qrZr2R+J9Xj3T7rBEzEUaaCjJZ1I440gEapYJaTFKied8QTCQztyLSxRITbbJLmRCc2ZfnSeUk79h558bJFi5ggiTsQQZy4MApFOAailAGAg/wDK/wZj1aL9a79TFpTVjTmV34A+vzB3rTmdQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gh65UYabMkugQccmndaSj7uUA4c=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDi1CRSmJGwU3QRFcVukLmlom02kdOpmEmYmQh i7duPYv3LhQxK2f4K5/4zTtQlsPXDiccy/33uOFjEplWSMjs7C4tLySXc2trW9sbpnbOzUZRAKTKg5YIBoekoRRTqqKKkYaoSDI9xipe/3LsV9/IELSgFdUHJKWj3qcdilGSkttc99liPcYgYNj6J7Dq7ukcjssDg6hK1K9bRaskpUCzhN7SgpO3j16HjlxuW1+u50ARz7hCjMkZdO2QtVKkFAUMzLMuZEkIcJ91 CNNTTnyiWwl6SNDeKCVDuwGQhdXMFV/TyTIlzL2Pd3pI3UvZ72x+J/XjFT3rJVQHkaKcDxZ1I0YVAEcpwI7VBCsWKwJwoLqWyG+RwJhpbPL6RDs2ZfnSe2kZFsl+8YuOBdggizYA3lQBDY4BQ64BmVQBRg8ghfwBt6NJ+PV+DA+J60ZYzqzC/7A+PoBhD2bWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gh65UYabMkugQccmndaSj7uUA4c=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDi1CRSmJGwU3QRFcVukLmlom02kdOpmEmYmQh i7duPYv3LhQxK2f4K5/4zTtQlsPXDiccy/33uOFjEplWSMjs7C4tLySXc2trW9sbpnbOzUZRAKTKg5YIBoekoRRTqqKKkYaoSDI9xipe/3LsV9/IELSgFdUHJKWj3qcdilGSkttc99liPcYgYNj6J7Dq7ukcjssDg6hK1K9bRaskpUCzhN7SgpO3j16HjlxuW1+u50ARz7hCjMkZdO2QtVKkFAUMzLMuZEkIcJ91 CNNTTnyiWwl6SNDeKCVDuwGQhdXMFV/TyTIlzL2Pd3pI3UvZ72x+J/XjFT3rJVQHkaKcDxZ1I0YVAEcpwI7VBCsWKwJwoLqWyG+RwJhpbPL6RDs2ZfnSe2kZFsl+8YuOBdggizYA3lQBDY4BQ64BmVQBRg8ghfwBt6NJ+PV+DA+J60ZYzqzC/7A+PoBhD2bWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5Ym8cszBSY/izoxgVvoP2a/xkhg=">AAACCHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS0tXAxCBAl3Ngo2QREso+QLcmfY20ySJXt7x+6ek BwpbfwrNhaK2PoT7Pw3bpIrNPpg4PHeDDPz/IgzpW37y8osLC4tr2RXc2vrG5tb+e2dugpjSaFGQx7Kpk8UcCagppnm0IwkkMDn0PAHlxO/cQ9SsVBU9TACLyA9wbqMEm2kdn7f5UT0OODRMXbP8dVdUr0dF0dH2JVTvZ0v2CV7CvyXOCkpoBSVdv7T7YQ0DkBoyolSLceOtJcQqRnlMM65sYKI0AHpQctQQQJQX jJ9ZIwPjdLB3VCaEhpP1Z8TCQmUGga+6QyI7qt5byL+57Vi3T3zEiaiWIOgs0XdmGMd4kkquMMkUM2HhhAqmbkV0z6RhGqTXc6E4My//JfUT0qOXXJunEL5Io0ji/bQASoiB52iMrpGFVRDFD2gJ/SCXq1H69l6s95nrRkrndlFv2B9fANoVJhL</latexit>
[I(FV2)]
<latexit sha1_base64="nTVn5K+e/sYg0vmhus2E8EH6JDo=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN6FFqAhlphtdFgXRXQV7gelQMmmm Dc0kQ5IRytDHcOPCC259Gne+jelloa0/BD7+/xxyzgkTzrRx3W8nt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tHxQPj1paporQJpFcqk6INeVM0KZhhtNOoiiOQ07b4eh6mrcfqdJMigczTmgQ44FgESPYWMv30V3lptWrnaGgVyy7VXcmtAreAsr1Uvf8DQAaveJXty9JGlNhCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6aTQTTVNMBn hAfUtChxTHWSzkSfo1Dp9FEllnzBo5v7uyHCs9TgObWWMzVAvZ1Pzv8xPTXQZZEwkqaGCzD+KUo6MRNP9UZ8pSgwfW8BEMTsrIkOsMDH2SgV7BG955VVo1aqeW/XuvXL9CubKwwmUoAIeXEAdbqEBTSAg4Qle4NUxzrPz7nzMS3POoucY/sj5/AHq1ZEt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iKFlI6LqTJi1YwRtSRWT6NUdc/o=">AAAB8nicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0M7QIFaEk3egyKIjuKtgLpKFMppN2 6GQSZiZCCH0L3bhQxK1P465v4/Sy0NYfBj7+/xzmnBMknClt2xNrbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OCwdHbdUnEpCmyTmsewEWFHOBG1qpjntJJLiKOC0HYxupnn7iUrFYvGos4T6ER4IFjKCtbE8D91Xb1u9+jnye6WKXbNnQqvgLKDilrsXzxM3a/RK391+TNKICk04Vspz7ET7OZaaEU7HxW6qaIL JCA+oZ1DgiCo/n408RmfG6aMwluYJjWbu744cR0plUWAqI6yHajmbmv9lXqrDKz9nIkk1FWT+UZhypGM03R/1maRE88wAJpKZWREZYomJNlcqmiM4yyuvQqtec+ya8+BU3GuYqwCnUIYqOHAJLtxBA5pAIIYXeIN3S1uv1of1OS9dsxY9J/BH1tcP9D+Ssw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iKFlI6LqTJi1YwRtSRWT6NUdc/o=">AAAB8nicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0M7QIFaEk3egyKIjuKtgLpKFMppN2 6GQSZiZCCH0L3bhQxK1P465v4/Sy0NYfBj7+/xzmnBMknClt2xNrbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OCwdHbdUnEpCmyTmsewEWFHOBG1qpjntJJLiKOC0HYxupnn7iUrFYvGos4T6ER4IFjKCtbE8D91Xb1u9+jnye6WKXbNnQqvgLKDilrsXzxM3a/RK391+TNKICk04Vspz7ET7OZaaEU7HxW6qaIL JCA+oZ1DgiCo/n408RmfG6aMwluYJjWbu744cR0plUWAqI6yHajmbmv9lXqrDKz9nIkk1FWT+UZhypGM03R/1maRE88wAJpKZWREZYomJNlcqmiM4yyuvQqtec+ya8+BU3GuYqwCnUIYqOHAJLtxBA5pAIIYXeIN3S1uv1of1OS9dsxY9J/BH1tcP9D+Ssw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d4GbR6YAcblWJxlT54Be9Jv72WU=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkrSix6Lguitgq2FNJTNdtMu 3WTD7kQopT/DiwdFvPprvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbaMyzXiLKal0J6SGS5HwFgqUvJNqTuNQ8sdwdD3zH5+4NkIlDzhOeRDTQSIiwShayffJXfWm3aufk6BXrrg1dw6ySrycVCBHs1f+6vYVy2KeIJPUGN9zUwwmVKNgkk9L3czwlLIRHXDf0oT G3AST+clTcmaVPomUtpUgmau/JyY0NmYch7Yzpjg0y95M/M/zM4wug4lI0gx5whaLokwSVGT2P+kLzRnKsSWUaWFvJWxINWVoUyrZELzll1dJu17z3Jp371UaV3kcRTiBU6iCBxfQgFtoQgsYKHiGV3hz0Hlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/YVo+k</latexit>
 v1 = x+ y, ELR(v1) 
<latexit sha1_base64="oSs/U+o7HTWL00IM8W63KK7Wt7E=">A AACGnicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWb0CIolTJxoyBCUQQXLqrYWujUkknTGsxkhiRTLEO/w40Lf8SNC0XciRv/xvSx0NYDgcM553Jzjx8Jr o3rfjtT0zOzc/OphfTi0vLKamZtvaLDWFFWpqEIVdUnmgkuWdlwI1g1UowEvmDX/t1J37/uMKV5KK9MN2L1gLQlb3FKjJUaGewJItuCoU 4DoyN0j/Kou4u8Q5R4lAh02rtJzi9729bd8dQg2cjk3II7AJokeERyxayXfwKAUiPz6TVDGgdMGiqI1jXsRqaeEGU4FayX9mLNIkLvSJ vVLJUkYLqeDE7roS2rNFErVPZJgwbq74mEBFp3A98mA2Ju9bjXF//zarFpHdQTLqPYMEmHi1qxQCZE/Z5QkytGjehaQqji9q+I3hJFqLF tpm0JePzkSVLZK2C3gC9wrngMQ6RgE7KwDRj2oQhnUIIyUHiAZ3iFN+fReXHenY9hdMoZzWzAHzhfPynMn/U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aIDuqzPNxlVHBDtiC60Z6wx6iEA=">A AACGnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3oUWoVMrEjYIIRRFcuKhiH9CpJZOmbWgmMySZ4jD0LwQ3/oobF4q4Ezf9G9PHQlsPBA7nnMvNPW7Am dK2PbQSC4tLyyvJ1dTa+sbmVnp7p6L8UBJaJj73Zc3FinImaFkzzWktkBR7LqdVt3cx8qt9KhXzxZ2OAtrwcEewNiNYG6mZRg7HosMp7D cRPIMPMA+jQ+icwtghmMPLwX18fTvIGffAkeNkM521C/YYcJ6gKckWM07+cViMSs30l9PySehRoQnHStWRHehGjKVmhNNBygkVDTDp4Q 6tGyqwR1UjHp82gPtGacG2L80TGo7V3xMx9pSKPNckPay7atYbif959VC3TxoxE0GoqSCTRe2QQ+3DUU+wxSQlmkeGYCKZ+SskXSwx0ab NlCkBzZ48TypHBWQX0A3KFs/BBEmwBzIgBxA4BkVwBUqgDAh4Ai/gDbxbz9ar9WF9TqIJazqzC/7A+v4BMzahew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aIDuqzPNxlVHBDtiC60Z6wx6iEA=">A AACGnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3oUWoVMrEjYIIRRFcuKhiH9CpJZOmbWgmMySZ4jD0LwQ3/oobF4q4Ezf9G9PHQlsPBA7nnMvNPW7Am dK2PbQSC4tLyyvJ1dTa+sbmVnp7p6L8UBJaJj73Zc3FinImaFkzzWktkBR7LqdVt3cx8qt9KhXzxZ2OAtrwcEewNiNYG6mZRg7HosMp7D cRPIMPMA+jQ+icwtghmMPLwX18fTvIGffAkeNkM521C/YYcJ6gKckWM07+cViMSs30l9PySehRoQnHStWRHehGjKVmhNNBygkVDTDp4Q 6tGyqwR1UjHp82gPtGacG2L80TGo7V3xMx9pSKPNckPay7atYbif959VC3TxoxE0GoqSCTRe2QQ+3DUU+wxSQlmkeGYCKZ+SskXSwx0ab NlCkBzZ48TypHBWQX0A3KFs/BBEmwBzIgBxA4BkVwBUqgDAh4Ai/gDbxbz9ar9WF9TqIJazqzC/7A+v4BMzahew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XHF614C4qo10ohIpCMPtF4tCaaM=">A AACGnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJUlDJxoyBCUQQXLqrYB3RqyaRpG5rJDEmmOAzzHW78FTcuFHEnbvwb03YW2nogcDjnXG7ucQPOl LbtbyszN7+wuJRdzq2srq1v5De3asoPJaFV4nNfNlysKGeCVjXTnDYCSbHnclp3Bxcjvz6kUjFf3OkooC0P9wTrMoK1kdp55HAsepzCYR vBM/gAD2B0CJ1TGDsEc3iZ3MfXt0nRuPuOHCfb+YJdsseAswSlpABSVNr5T6fjk9CjQhOOlWoiO9CtGEvNCKdJzgkVDTAZ4B5tGiqwR1 UrHp+WwD2jdGDXl+YJDcfq74kYe0pFnmuSHtZ9Ne2NxP+8Zqi7J62YiSDUVJDJom7IofbhqCfYYZISzSNDMJHM/BWSPpaYaNNmzpSApk+ eJbWjErJL6AYVyudpHVmwA3ZBESBwDMrgClRAFRDwCJ7BK3iznqwX6936mEQzVjqzDf7A+voBF02ebA==</latexit>
Abstracting v2
<latexit sha1_base64="WPmps/iTK1NM5SsYU96p9ejj2RY=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFhVsbAaDYBV202gZtLFM0FwgWeLsZDYZ Mju7zJwNhCWPYGOhiK1PZGfjszi5FJr4w8DH/5/DnHOCRAqDrvvlrK1vbG5t53byu3v7B4eFo+OGiVPNeJ3FMtatgBouheJ1FCh5K9GcRoHkzWB4O82bI66NiNUDjhPuR7SvRCgYRWvdj7rlbqHoltyZyCp4CyhWTmvfjwBQ7RY+O72YpRFXyCQ1pu25CfoZ1SiY5JN8JzU8oWxI+7xtUd GIGz+bjTohF9bpkTDW9ikkM/d3R0YjY8ZRYCsjigOznE3N/7J2iuG1nwmVpMgVm38UppJgTKZ7k57QnKEcW6BMCzsrYQOqKUN7nbw9gre88io0yiXPLXk1r1i5gblycAbncAkeXEEF7qAKdWDQhyd4gVdHOs/Om/M+L11zFj0n8EfOxw+X0I+B</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uFss57rd9dSRRTJYueezfRiyZow=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFhVsbAaDYBV202gZYmOZoLlAsoTZyUky ZHZ2mZkNhCWPYGOhiK2tb+ET2Nn4LE4uhSb+MPDx/+cw55wgFlwb1/1y1tY3Nre2MzvZ3b39g8Pc0XFdR4liWGORiFQzoBoFl1gz3AhsxgppGAhsBMObad4YodI8kvdmHKMf0r7kPc6osdbdqFPs5PJuwZ2JrIK3gHzptPrN38sflU7us92NWBKiNExQrVueGxs/pcpwJnCSbScaY8qGtI 8ti5KGqP10NuqEXFinS3qRsk8aMnN/d6Q01HocBrYypGagl7Op+V/WSkzv2k+5jBODks0/6iWCmIhM9yZdrpAZMbZAmeJ2VsIGVFFm7HWy9gje8sqrUC8WPLfgVb18qQxzZeAMzuESPLiCEtxCBWrAoA8P8ATPjnAenRfndV665ix6TuCPnLcf6RGRPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uFss57rd9dSRRTJYueezfRiyZow=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFhVsbAaDYBV202gZYmOZoLlAsoTZyUky ZHZ2mZkNhCWPYGOhiK2tb+ET2Nn4LE4uhSb+MPDx/+cw55wgFlwb1/1y1tY3Nre2MzvZ3b39g8Pc0XFdR4liWGORiFQzoBoFl1gz3AhsxgppGAhsBMObad4YodI8kvdmHKMf0r7kPc6osdbdqFPs5PJuwZ2JrIK3gHzptPrN38sflU7us92NWBKiNExQrVueGxs/pcpwJnCSbScaY8qGtI 8ti5KGqP10NuqEXFinS3qRsk8aMnN/d6Q01HocBrYypGagl7Op+V/WSkzv2k+5jBODks0/6iWCmIhM9yZdrpAZMbZAmeJ2VsIGVFFm7HWy9gje8sqrUC8WPLfgVb18qQxzZeAMzuESPLiCEtxCBWrAoA8P8ATPjnAenRfndV665ix6TuCPnLcf6RGRPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I+ythwE2gP5apfeMCdOWK0Y2O2I=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxInc0UhJtLDHKRwIXsrfMwYa9 vcvuHgm58BNsLDTG1l9k579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8HkbuF3pqg0j+WTmSXoR3QkecgZNVZ6nA5qg3LFrbpLkE3i5aQCOZqD8ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgvNRPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s+Wpc3 JllSEJY2VLGrJUf09kNNJ6FgW2M6JmrNe9hfif10tNWPczLpPUoGSrRWEqiInJ4m8y5AqZETNLKFPc3krYmCrKjE2nZEPw1l/eJO1a1XOr3oNXadzmcRThAi7hGjy4gQbcQxNawGAEz/AKb45wXpx352PVWnDymXP4A+fzBwk4jZw=</latexit>
 y,ETR(y) 
<latexit sha1_base64="nEunLdAPapQR8Xp6+l7VwX3br48=">AAAC BHicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8bXqmWaIUGIKGHXRsugCJZR8oJsDLOTSTJkdnaZmRWWJYWN32FnY6GIrR9h5984eRSaeODC4Zx7ufceP+JMacf5tpaWV1 bX1jMb2c2t7Z1de2+/rsJYElojIQ9l08eKciZoTTPNaTOSFAc+pw1/eDn2G/dUKhaKqk4i2g5wX7AeI1gbqWPnPI5Fn1OUnKCru7R6OyomR56ca B274JScCdAicWekUM57x08AUOnYX143JHFAhSYcK9VynUi3Uyw1I5yOsl6saITJEPdpy1CBA6ra6eSJETo0Shf1QmlKaDRRf0+kOFAqCXzTGWA 9UPPeWPzPa8W6d95OmYhiTQWZLurFHOkQjRNBXSYp0TwxBBPJzK2IDLDERJvcsiYEd/7lRVI/LblOyb1xC+ULmCIDOchDEVw4gzJcQwVqQOABnu EV3qxH68V6tz6mrUvWbOYA/sD6/AF89ZjT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OK21FTwnwnZZZ3GBz/pV3O54Qns=">AAAC BHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuhhahopTEjS6DIris0hc0sUym03boZBJmJkIIXbjxC/wHNy4UcetHuOvfOE270NYDFw7n3Mu99/gRo1JZ1sTIra yurW/kNwtb2zu7e+b+QVOGscCkgUMWiraPJGGUk4aiipF2JAgKfEZa/uhq6rceiJA05HWVRMQL0IDTPsVIaalrFl2G+IARmJzC6/u0fjeuJMeuy LSuWbaqVga4TOw5KTsl9+R54iS1rvnt9kIcB4QrzJCUHduKlJcioShmZFxwY0kihEdoQDqachQQ6aXZE2N4pJUe7IdCF1cwU39PpCiQMgl83Rk gNZSL3lT8z+vEqn/hpZRHsSIczxb1YwZVCKeJwB4VBCuWaIKwoPpWiIdIIKx0bgUdgr348jJpnlVtq2rf2mXnEsyQB0VQAhVgg3PggBtQAw2AwS N4AW/g3XgyXo0P43PWmjPmM4fgD4yvH4Zfmlk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OK21FTwnwnZZZ3GBz/pV3O54Qns=">AAAC BHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuhhahopTEjS6DIris0hc0sUym03boZBJmJkIIXbjxC/wHNy4UcetHuOvfOE270NYDFw7n3Mu99/gRo1JZ1sTIra yurW/kNwtb2zu7e+b+QVOGscCkgUMWiraPJGGUk4aiipF2JAgKfEZa/uhq6rceiJA05HWVRMQL0IDTPsVIaalrFl2G+IARmJzC6/u0fjeuJMeuy LSuWbaqVga4TOw5KTsl9+R54iS1rvnt9kIcB4QrzJCUHduKlJcioShmZFxwY0kihEdoQDqachQQ6aXZE2N4pJUe7IdCF1cwU39PpCiQMgl83Rk gNZSL3lT8z+vEqn/hpZRHsSIczxb1YwZVCKeJwB4VBCuWaIKwoPpWiIdIIKx0bgUdgr348jJpnlVtq2rf2mXnEsyQB0VQAhVgg3PggBtQAw2AwS N4AW/g3XgyXo0P43PWmjPmM4fgD4yvH4Zfmlk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yb0BfmcuDRY0/bMd8F/3TOPLqTk=">AAAC BHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBotQQUriRpdFEVxW6QuaWCbT23boZBJmJkIIXbjxV9y4UMStH+HOv3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nuCmDOlHefbyq2srq 1v5DcLW9s7u3v2/kFTRYmk0KARj2Q7IAo4E9DQTHNoxxJIGHBoBaOrid96AKlYJOo6jcEPyUCwPqNEG6lrFz1OxIADTk/x9X1WvxuX0xNPTrWuX XIqzhR4mbhzUkJz1Lr2l9eLaBKC0JQTpTquE2s/I1IzymFc8BIFMaEjMoCOoYKEoPxs+sQYHxulh/uRNCU0nqq/JzISKpWGgekMiR6qRW8i/ud 1Et2/8DMm4kSDoLNF/YRjHeFJIrjHJFDNU0MIlczciumQSEK1ya1gQnAXX14mzbOK61TcW7dUvZzHkUdFdITKyEXnqIpuUA01EEWP6Bm9ojfryX qx3q2PWWvOms8coj+wPn8AanaXSg==</latexit>
 x,ETR(x) 
<latexit sha1_base64="JCGTfh5geOSC3ZSMdu+6CuoHGLs=">AAACB HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8bXqmWaIUGIKGHXRsugCJZR8oJsDLOTSTJkdnaZmZWEJYWN32FnY6GIrR9h5984eRSaeODC4Zx7ufceP+JMacf5tpaWV1bX1 lMb6c2t7Z1de2+/qsJYElohIQ9l3ceKciZoRTPNaT2SFAc+pzW/fzn2a/dUKhaKsh5GtBngrmAdRrA2UsvOeByLLqdocIKu7pLy7Sg/OPLkRGvZO afgTIAWiTsjuWLWO34CgFLL/vLaIYkDKjThWKmG60S6mWCpGeF0lPZiRSNM+rhLG4YKHFDVTCZPjNChUdqoE0pTQqOJ+nsiwYFSw8A3nQHWPTXvjc X/vEasO+fNhIko1lSQ6aJOzJEO0TgR1GaSEs2HhmAimbkVkR6WmGiTW9qE4M6/vEiqpwXXKbg3bq54AVOkIANZyIMLZ1CEayhBBQg8wDO8wpv1aL 1Y79bHtHXJms0cwB9Ynz9505jR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sZDOnXNhlODCd1z8IUAGt480EyI=">AAACB HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuhhahopTEjS6DIris0hc0sUym03boZBJmJtIQunDjF/gPblwo4taPcNe/cfpYaOuBC4dz7uXee/yIUaksa2xkVlbX1 jeym7mt7Z3dPXP/oC7DWGBSwyELRdNHkjDKSU1RxUgzEgQFPiMNf3A18RsPREga8qpKIuIFqMdpl2KktNQ28y5DvMcIHJ7C6/u0ejcqDY9dMdXaZ tEqW1PAZWLPSdEpuCfPYyeptM1vtxPiOCBcYYakbNlWpLwUCUUxI6OcG0sSITxAPdLSlKOASC+dPjGCR1rpwG4odHEFp+rviRQFUiaBrzsDpPpy0Z uI/3mtWHUvvJTyKFaE49mibsygCuEkEdihgmDFEk0QFlTfCnEfCYSVzi2nQ7AXX14m9bOybZXtW7voXIIZsiAPCqAEbHAOHHADKqAGMHgEL+ANvB tPxqvxYXzOWjPGfOYQ/IHx9QODPZpX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sZDOnXNhlODCd1z8IUAGt480EyI=">AAACB HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuhhahopTEjS6DIris0hc0sUym03boZBJmJtIQunDjF/gPblwo4taPcNe/cfpYaOuBC4dz7uXee/yIUaksa2xkVlbX1 jeym7mt7Z3dPXP/oC7DWGBSwyELRdNHkjDKSU1RxUgzEgQFPiMNf3A18RsPREga8qpKIuIFqMdpl2KktNQ28y5DvMcIHJ7C6/u0ejcqDY9dMdXaZ tEqW1PAZWLPSdEpuCfPYyeptM1vtxPiOCBcYYakbNlWpLwUCUUxI6OcG0sSITxAPdLSlKOASC+dPjGCR1rpwG4odHEFp+rviRQFUiaBrzsDpPpy0Z uI/3mtWHUvvJTyKFaE49mibsygCuEkEdihgmDFEk0QFlTfCnEfCYSVzi2nQ7AXX14m9bOybZXtW7voXIIZsiAPCqAEbHAOHHADKqAGMHgEL+ANvB tPxqvxYXzOWjPGfOYQ/IHx9QODPZpX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bALeVmgaO8kfkDlLoljr3QRkK+c=">AAACB HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+nVqmWQxCBAl3NloGRbCMki9IYtjb7CVL9vaO3T1JOFLY+FdsLBSx9UfY+W/cJFdo4oOBx3szzMzzIs6UdpxvK7Oyura+k d3MbW3v7O7Z+wd1FcaS0BoJeSibHlaUM0FrmmlOm5GkOPA4bXjDq6nfeKBSsVBU9TiinQD3BfMZwdpIXTvf5lj0OUWjU3R9n1TvJsXRSVvOtK5dc ErODGiZuCkpQIpK1/5q90ISB1RowrFSLdeJdCfBUjPC6STXjhWNMBniPm0ZKnBAVSeZPTFBx0bpIT+UpoRGM/X3RIIDpcaBZzoDrAdq0ZuK/3mtWP sXnYSJKNZUkPkiP+ZIh2iaCOoxSYnmY0MwkczcisgAS0y0yS1nQnAXX14m9bOS65TcW7dQvkzjyEIejqAILpxDGW6gAjUg8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH/ PWjJXOHMIfWJ8/Z1SXSA==</latexit>
 z, ETR(z) 
<latexit sha1_base64="dY0Lf6y97dnerVh4Mtjdr2xhQzw=">AAACCHicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opYWDglCRAm7Ngo2QREso+QF2RhmJ5NkyOzsMjMrJ EtKG7/C3sZCEVs/wc6/cfIoNPHAhcM593LvPV7ImdK2/W0lFhaXlleSq6m19Y3NrfT2TkUFkSS0TAIeyJqHFeVM0LJmmtNaKCn2PU6rXu9y5FfvqVQsECXdD2nDxx3B2oxgbaRmet/lWHQ4RYNj5J6jq7u4dDvMDQ6RK8d6M5218/YYaJ44U5ItZNyjJwAoNtNfbisgkU+FJhwrVXfsUDdiLDUjnA5TbqRoiEkPd 2jdUIF9qhrx+JEhOjBKC7UDaUpoNFZ/T8TYV6rve6bTx7qrZr2R+J9Xj3T7rBEzEUaaCjJZ1I440gEapYJaTFKied8QTCQztyLSxRITbbJLmRCc2ZfnSeUk79h558bJFi5ggiTsQQZy4MApFOAailAGAg/wDK/wZj1aL9a79TFpTVjTmV34A+vzB3rTmdQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gh65UYabMkugQccmndaSj7uUA4c=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDi1CRSmJGwU3QRFcVukLmlom02kdOpmEmYmQh i7duPYv3LhQxK2f4K5/4zTtQlsPXDiccy/33uOFjEplWSMjs7C4tLySXc2trW9sbpnbOzUZRAKTKg5YIBoekoRRTqqKKkYaoSDI9xipe/3LsV9/IELSgFdUHJKWj3qcdilGSkttc99liPcYgYNj6J7Dq7ukcjssDg6hK1K9bRaskpUCzhN7SgpO3j16HjlxuW1+u50ARz7hCjMkZdO2QtVKkFAUMzLMuZEkIcJ91 CNNTTnyiWwl6SNDeKCVDuwGQhdXMFV/TyTIlzL2Pd3pI3UvZ72x+J/XjFT3rJVQHkaKcDxZ1I0YVAEcpwI7VBCsWKwJwoLqWyG+RwJhpbPL6RDs2ZfnSe2kZFsl+8YuOBdggizYA3lQBDY4BQ64BmVQBRg8ghfwBt6NJ+PV+DA+J60ZYzqzC/7A+PoBhD2bWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gh65UYabMkugQccmndaSj7uUA4c=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsXDi1CRSmJGwU3QRFcVukLmlom02kdOpmEmYmQh i7duPYv3LhQxK2f4K5/4zTtQlsPXDiccy/33uOFjEplWSMjs7C4tLySXc2trW9sbpnbOzUZRAKTKg5YIBoekoRRTqqKKkYaoSDI9xipe/3LsV9/IELSgFdUHJKWj3qcdilGSkttc99liPcYgYNj6J7Dq7ukcjssDg6hK1K9bRaskpUCzhN7SgpO3j16HjlxuW1+u50ARz7hCjMkZdO2QtVKkFAUMzLMuZEkIcJ91 CNNTTnyiWwl6SNDeKCVDuwGQhdXMFV/TyTIlzL2Pd3pI3UvZ72x+J/XjFT3rJVQHkaKcDxZ1I0YVAEcpwI7VBCsWKwJwoLqWyG+RwJhpbPL6RDs2ZfnSe2kZFsl+8YuOBdggizYA3lQBDY4BQ64BmVQBRg8ghfwBt6NJ+PV+DA+J60ZYzqzC/7A+PoBhD2bWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5Ym8cszBSY/izoxgVvoP2a/xkhg=">AAACCHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS0tXAxCBAl3Ngo2QREso+QLcmfY20ySJXt7x+6ek BwpbfwrNhaK2PoT7Pw3bpIrNPpg4PHeDDPz/IgzpW37y8osLC4tr2RXc2vrG5tb+e2dugpjSaFGQx7Kpk8UcCagppnm0IwkkMDn0PAHlxO/cQ9SsVBU9TACLyA9wbqMEm2kdn7f5UT0OODRMXbP8dVdUr0dF0dH2JVTvZ0v2CV7CvyXOCkpoBSVdv7T7YQ0DkBoyolSLceOtJcQqRnlMM65sYKI0AHpQctQQQJQX jJ9ZIwPjdLB3VCaEhpP1Z8TCQmUGga+6QyI7qt5byL+57Vi3T3zEiaiWIOgs0XdmGMd4kkquMMkUM2HhhAqmbkV0z6RhGqTXc6E4My//JfUT0qOXXJunEL5Io0ji/bQASoiB52iMrpGFVRDFD2gJ/SCXq1H69l6s95nrRkrndlFv2B9fANoVJhL</latexit>
[I(x)]
<latexit sha1_base64="fLk7RW0pYIxPZbQCZUvzai7pnR0=">AAAB7 3icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN6FFqAhlxo0ui250V8FeYDqUTJppQzPJmGTEMvQl3LhQpFtfx51vY3pZaOsPgY//P4ecc8KEM21c99vJra1vbG7ltws 7u3v7B8XDo6aWqSK0QSSXqh1iTTkTtGGY4bSdKIrjkNNWOLyZ5q0nqjST4sGMEhrEuC9YxAg21mr76K7yfIaCbrHsVt2Z0Cp4CyjXSp3zCQDUu8Wv Tk+SNKbCEI619j03MUGGlWGE03Ghk2qaYDLEfepbFDimOshm847RqXV6KJLKPmHQzP3dkeFY61Ec2soYm4Fezqbmf5mfmugqyJhIUkMFmX8UpRwZia bLox5TlBg+soCJYnZWRAZYYWLsiQr2CN7yyqvQvKh6btW798q1a5grDydQggp4cAk1uIU6NIAAhxd4g3fn0Xl1PpzJvDTnLHqO4Y+czx9i1pBa</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="eh44ZG1TW/js5vLk11CQPm8F8Wk=">AAAB7 3icbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0M7QIFaEkbnQZdKO7CvYCaSiT6aQdOpnEmYkYQl9CBBeKuPV13PVtnF4W2vrDwMf/n8Occ4KEM6Vte2ytrK6tb2wWtor bO7t7+6WDw6aKU0log8Q8lu0AK8qZoA3NNKftRFIcBZy2guH1JG89UqlYLO51llA/wn3BQkawNlbbQ7fVp1Pkd0sVu2ZPhZbBmUPFLXfOXsZuVu+W vju9mKQRFZpwrJTn2In2cyw1I5yOip1U0QSTIe5Tz6DAEVV+Pp13hE6M00NhLM0TGk3d3x05jpTKosBURlgP1GI2Mf/LvFSHl37ORJJqKsjsozDlSM dosjzqMUmJ5pkBTCQzsyIywBITbU5UNEdwFldehuZ5zbFrzp1Tca9gpgIcQxmq4MAFuHADdWgAAQ7P8Abv1oP1an1Yn7PSFWvecwR/ZH39AGxAkeA =</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eh44ZG1TW/js5vLk11CQPm8F8Wk=">AAAB7 3icbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0M7QIFaEkbnQZdKO7CvYCaSiT6aQdOpnEmYkYQl9CBBeKuPV13PVtnF4W2vrDwMf/n8Occ4KEM6Vte2ytrK6tb2wWtor bO7t7+6WDw6aKU0log8Q8lu0AK8qZoA3NNKftRFIcBZy2guH1JG89UqlYLO51llA/wn3BQkawNlbbQ7fVp1Pkd0sVu2ZPhZbBmUPFLXfOXsZuVu+W vju9mKQRFZpwrJTn2In2cyw1I5yOip1U0QSTIe5Tz6DAEVV+Pp13hE6M00NhLM0TGk3d3x05jpTKosBURlgP1GI2Mf/LvFSHl37ORJJqKsjsozDlSM dosjzqMUmJ5pkBTCQzsyIywBITbU5UNEdwFldehuZ5zbFrzp1Tca9gpgIcQxmq4MAFuHADdWgAAQ7P8Abv1oP1an1Yn7PSFWvecwR/ZH39AGxAkeA =</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FbTilLvn8e/OXkcRSQvi6uS9N70=">AAAB7 3icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhBiE+5stAzaaBfBfEByhL3NXLJkb+/c3RPDkT9hY6GIrX/Hzn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vb O7t5+6eCwqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR9dRvPaLSPJb3ZpygH9GB5CFn1Fip3SG3lacz4vdKZbfqzkCWiZeTMuSo90pf3X7M0gil YYJq3fHcxPgZVYYzgZNiN9WYUDaiA+xYKmmE2s9m907IqVX6JIyVLWnITP09kdFI63EU2M6ImqFe9Kbif14nNeGln3GZpAYlmy8KU0FMTKbPkz5XyI wYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsREUbgrf48jJpnlc9t+rdeeXaVR5HAY7hBCrgwQXU4Abq0AAGAp7hFd6cB+fFeXc+5q0rTj5zBH/gfP4AUFeO0Q==</latex it>
[I(z)]
<latexit sha1_base64="khamh4xGWI5L3xqBDIJwTywGTOU=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN6FFqAhlxo0ui250V8FeYDqUTJppYzP JkGSEOvQd3LhQRNz5Pu58G9PLQlt/CHz8/znknBMmnGnjut9ObmV1bX0jv1nY2t7Z3SvuHzS1TBWhDSK5VO0Qa8qZoA3DDKftRFEch5y2wuHVJG89UKWZFHdmlNAgxn3BIkawsVbTv6k8ngTdYtmtulOhZfDmUK6VOqcfAFDvFr86PUnSmApDONba99zEBBlWhhFOx4VOqmmCyRD3qW9R4JjqIJtO O0bH1umhSCr7hEFT93dHhmOtR3FoK2NsBnoxm5j/ZX5qoosgYyJJDRVk9lGUcmQkmqyOekxRYvjIAiaK2VkRGWCFibEHKtgjeIsrL0PzrOq5Ve/WK9cuYaY8HEEJKuDBOdTgGurQAAL38AQv8OpI59l5c95npTln3nMIf+R8/gC4TZAI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SyRTKdCConDsbj85VrHFUBKgp7Q=">AAAB7XicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0E1qEilASN7oMutFdBXuBNJTJdNKOncy EmYkQQ9/BhS4Ucev7uOvbOL0stPWHgY//P4c554QJo0o7zthaWV1b39gsbBW3d3b39ksHh00lUolJAwsmZDtEijDKSUNTzUg7kQTFISOtcHg9yVuPRCoq+L3OEhLEqM9pRDHSxmr6t9Wn06Bbqjg1Zyp7Gdw5VLxy5+xl7GX1bum70xM4jQnXmCGlfNdJdJAjqSlmZFTspIokCA9Rn/gGOYqJCvLp tCP7xDg9OxLSPK7tqfu7I0exUlkcmsoY6YFazCbmf5mf6ugyyClPUk04nn0UpczWwp6sbveoJFizzADCkppZbTxAEmFtDlQ0R3AXV16G5nnNdWrunVvxrmCmAhxDGargwgV4cAN1aACGB3iGN3i3hPVqfVifs9IVa95zBH9kff0AwbeRjg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SyRTKdCConDsbj85VrHFUBKgp7Q=">AAAB7XicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0E1qEilASN7oMutFdBXuBNJTJdNKOncy EmYkQQ9/BhS4Ucev7uOvbOL0stPWHgY//P4c554QJo0o7zthaWV1b39gsbBW3d3b39ksHh00lUolJAwsmZDtEijDKSUNTzUg7kQTFISOtcHg9yVuPRCoq+L3OEhLEqM9pRDHSxmr6t9Wn06Bbqjg1Zyp7Gdw5VLxy5+xl7GX1bum70xM4jQnXmCGlfNdJdJAjqSlmZFTspIokCA9Rn/gGOYqJCvLp tCP7xDg9OxLSPK7tqfu7I0exUlkcmsoY6YFazCbmf5mf6ugyyClPUk04nn0UpczWwp6sbveoJFizzADCkppZbTxAEmFtDlQ0R3AXV16G5nnNdWrunVvxrmCmAhxDGargwgV4cAN1aACGB3iGN3i3hPVqfVifs9IVa95zBH9kff0AwbeRjg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FcjH8xwkTHCmpxUBqbsRjHVhyBY=">AAAB7XicbVA9T8MwEL2Ur1K+CowsFhVSWaqEpYwVLLAViX5IaVQ5rtOaOnZ kO0gl6n9gYQAhVv4PG/8Gt80ALU866em9O93dCxPOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2lqmitAWkVyqbog15UzQlmGG026iKI5DTjvh+Hrmdx6p0kyKezNJaBDjoWARI9hYqe3fVp/Og3654tbcOdAq8XJSgRzNfvmrN5AkjakwhGOtfc9NTJBhZRjhdFrqpZommIzxkPqWChxTHWTza6fozCoD FEllSxg0V39PZDjWehKHtjPGZqSXvZn4n+enJroMMiaS1FBBFouilCMj0ex1NGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkRFWmBgbUMmG4C2/vEraFzXPrXl3XqVxlcdRhBM4hSp4UIcG3EATWkDgAZ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+lzo5/</latexit>
[I(z)]
<latexit sha1_base64="khamh4xGWI5L3xqBDIJwTywGTOU=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN6FFqAhlxo0ui250V8FeYDqUTJppYzP JkGSEOvQd3LhQRNz5Pu58G9PLQlt/CHz8/znknBMmnGnjut9ObmV1bX0jv1nY2t7Z3SvuHzS1TBWhDSK5VO0Qa8qZoA3DDKftRFEch5y2wuHVJG89UKWZFHdmlNAgxn3BIkawsVbTv6k8ngTdYtmtulOhZfDmUK6VOqcfAFDvFr86PUnSmApDONba99zEBBlWhhFOx4VOqmmCyRD3qW9R4JjqIJtO O0bH1umhSCr7hEFT93dHhmOtR3FoK2NsBnoxm5j/ZX5qoosgYyJJDRVk9lGUcmQkmqyOekxRYvjIAiaK2VkRGWCFibEHKtgjeIsrL0PzrOq5Ve/WK9cuYaY8HEEJKuDBOdTgGurQAAL38AQv8OpI59l5c95npTln3nMIf+R8/gC4TZAI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SyRTKdCConDsbj85VrHFUBKgp7Q=">AAAB7XicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0E1qEilASN7oMutFdBXuBNJTJdNKOncy EmYkQQ9/BhS4Ucev7uOvbOL0stPWHgY//P4c554QJo0o7zthaWV1b39gsbBW3d3b39ksHh00lUolJAwsmZDtEijDKSUNTzUg7kQTFISOtcHg9yVuPRCoq+L3OEhLEqM9pRDHSxmr6t9Wn06Bbqjg1Zyp7Gdw5VLxy5+xl7GX1bum70xM4jQnXmCGlfNdJdJAjqSlmZFTspIokCA9Rn/gGOYqJCvLp tCP7xDg9OxLSPK7tqfu7I0exUlkcmsoY6YFazCbmf5mf6ugyyClPUk04nn0UpczWwp6sbveoJFizzADCkppZbTxAEmFtDlQ0R3AXV16G5nnNdWrunVvxrmCmAhxDGargwgV4cAN1aACGB3iGN3i3hPVqfVifs9IVa95zBH9kff0AwbeRjg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SyRTKdCConDsbj85VrHFUBKgp7Q=">AAAB7XicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0E1qEilASN7oMutFdBXuBNJTJdNKOncy EmYkQQ9/BhS4Ucev7uOvbOL0stPWHgY//P4c554QJo0o7zthaWV1b39gsbBW3d3b39ksHh00lUolJAwsmZDtEijDKSUNTzUg7kQTFISOtcHg9yVuPRCoq+L3OEhLEqM9pRDHSxmr6t9Wn06Bbqjg1Zyp7Gdw5VLxy5+xl7GX1bum70xM4jQnXmCGlfNdJdJAjqSlmZFTspIokCA9Rn/gGOYqJCvLp tCP7xDg9OxLSPK7tqfu7I0exUlkcmsoY6YFazCbmf5mf6ugyyClPUk04nn0UpczWwp6sbveoJFizzADCkppZbTxAEmFtDlQ0R3AXV16G5nnNdWrunVvxrmCmAhxDGargwgV4cAN1aACGB3iGN3i3hPVqfVifs9IVa95zBH9kff0AwbeRjg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FcjH8xwkTHCmpxUBqbsRjHVhyBY=">AAAB7XicbVA9T8MwEL2Ur1K+CowsFhVSWaqEpYwVLLAViX5IaVQ5rtOaOnZ kO0gl6n9gYQAhVv4PG/8Gt80ALU866em9O93dCxPOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2lqmitAWkVyqbog15UzQlmGG026iKI5DTjvh+Hrmdx6p0kyKezNJaBDjoWARI9hYqe3fVp/Og3654tbcOdAq8XJSgRzNfvmrN5AkjakwhGOtfc9NTJBhZRjhdFrqpZommIzxkPqWChxTHWTza6fozCoD FEllSxg0V39PZDjWehKHtjPGZqSXvZn4n+enJroMMiaS1FBBFouilCMj0ex1NGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkRFWmBgbUMmG4C2/vEraFzXPrXl3XqVxlcdRhBM4hSp4UIcG3EATWkDgAZ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+lzo5/</latexit>
[I(y)]
<latexit sha1_base64="hbyp5d4gwqYzmHjnXBWyq0wbmFY=">AAAB7X icbZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJrQIFaHMuNFl0Y3uKtgLTIeSSTNtbCYZkowwDH0HNy4UEXe+jzvfxvSy0NYfAh//fw4554QJZ9q47rezsrq2vrFZ2Cpu 7+zu7ZcODltaporQJpFcqk6INeVM0KZhhtNOoiiOQ07b4eh6krcfqdJMinuTJTSI8UCwiBFsrNXyb6vZadArVdyaOxVaBm8OlXq5e/YBAI1e6avbly SNqTCEY619z01MkGNlGOF0XOymmiaYjPCA+hYFjqkO8um0Y3RinT6KpLJPGDR1f3fkONY6i0NbGWMz1IvZxPwv81MTXQY5E0lqqCCzj6KUIyPRZHXU Z4oSwzMLmChmZ0VkiBUmxh6oaI/gLa68DK3zmufWvDuvUr+CmQpwDGWoggcXUIcbaEATCDzAE7zAqyOdZ+fNeZ+VrjjzniP4I+fzB7bHkAc=</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="5ttuKNqqCMavlFVjTkLtAt+elac=">AAAB7X icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm6FFqAglcaPLoBvdVbAXSEOZTCft2MkkzEyEEPoOLnShiFvfx13fxulloa0/DHz8/znMOSdIOFPatidWYW19Y3OruF3a 2d3bPygfHrVUnEpCmyTmsewEWFHOBG1qpjntJJLiKOC0HYxupnn7iUrFYvGgs4T6ER4IFjKCtbFa3l0tO/N75apdt2dCq+AsoOpWuucvEzdr9Mrf3X 5M0ogKTThWynPsRPs5lpoRTselbqpogskID6hnUOCIKj+fTTtGp8bpozCW5gmNZu7vjhxHSmVRYCojrIdqOZua/2VeqsMrP2ciSTUVZP5RmHKkYzRd HfWZpETzzAAmkplZERliiYk2ByqZIzjLK69C66Lu2HXn3qm61zBXEU6gAjVw4BJcuIUGNIHAIzzDG7xbsfVqfVif89KCteg5hj+yvn4AwDGRjQ==</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5ttuKNqqCMavlFVjTkLtAt+elac=">AAAB7X icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm6FFqAglcaPLoBvdVbAXSEOZTCft2MkkzEyEEPoOLnShiFvfx13fxulloa0/DHz8/znMOSdIOFPatidWYW19Y3OruF3a 2d3bPygfHrVUnEpCmyTmsewEWFHOBG1qpjntJJLiKOC0HYxupnn7iUrFYvGgs4T6ER4IFjKCtbFa3l0tO/N75apdt2dCq+AsoOpWuucvEzdr9Mrf3X 5M0ogKTThWynPsRPs5lpoRTselbqpogskID6hnUOCIKj+fTTtGp8bpozCW5gmNZu7vjhxHSmVRYCojrIdqOZua/2VeqsMrP2ciSTUVZP5RmHKkYzRd HfWZpETzzAAmkplZERliiYk2ByqZIzjLK69C66Lu2HXn3qm61zBXEU6gAjVw4BJcuIUGNIHAIzzDG7xbsfVqfVif89KCteg5hj+yvn4AwDGRjQ==</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bzVZ+0ZYtpb+N+wk1MJTR+xtbRo=">AAAB7X icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkriRY9FL3qrYD8gDWWz3bRrN7thdyOE0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2rjut1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z2 9/YPqodHHS1TRWibSC5VL8SaciZo2zDDaS9RFMchp91wcjPzu09UaSbFg8kSGsR4JFjECDZW6vh39ew8GFRrbsOdA60SryA1KNAaVL/6Q0nSmApDON ba99zEBDlWhhFOp5V+qmmCyQSPqG+pwDHVQT6/dorOrDJEkVS2hEFz9fdEjmOtszi0nTE2Y73szcT/PD810VWQM5GkhgqyWBSlHBmJZq+jIVOUGJ5Z goli9lZExlhhYmxAFRuCt/zyKulcNDy34d17teZ1EUcZTuAU6uDBJTThFlrQBgKP8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrSWnmDmGP3A+fwCkSI5+</latexit>
Fig. 2. AST for S = (x · (x+ y) + z) · 3.5, and the rebuilt AST with v2 abstracted. The
equations analyzed are v1 = x+ y; v2 = v1 · x; v3 = v2 + z; S = v3 · 3.5.
expression S = (x · (x + y) + z) · 3.5. Here, x, y, and z are the input variables
with intervals I(x), I(y), and I(z), respectively. In [12,24], the authors introduce
the decomposition of errors into generated round-off errors and propagation of
incoming errors. We use E lr to denote the local error term associated with a node.
The total error term for a node, denoted as Etr, is then the additive composition
of E lr and the propagation of the incoming error, Eprop.5 We annotate each
interior node in Figure 2 with a pair consisting of its symbolic function expression
and a symbolic local error term. An abstracted node is treating as an additional
input, wherein we take the convention of using the variable name as the symbolic
expression for an input node, and instead of the local error, we employ the total
error term (as detailed below these input nodes are not modeled).
Consider node v2 with associated symbolic expression v1 · x. Its incoming
error is a symbolic expression denoted by E lr(v2). From Equation 1:








= E lr(v2) +
(
Etr(x) · v1 + Etr(v1) · x
) (2)
The derivatives signify the sensitivity of v2 w.r.t. their operands. Similarly,









= E lr(v1) +
(
Etr(x) · 1 + Etr(y) · 1) (3)
Plugging Equation (3) into Equation (2), we obtain the total error for v2 in
terms of the local errors and incoming errors on inputs:
Etr(v2) = E lr(v2) + (2x+ y)Elr(x) + x · E lr(v1) + x · Etr(y) (4)
The extent to which the error accumulated at v2 impacts the output at S









5As before, we use E for symbolic expressions and E for their ground counterparts.
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Let Etr(S|v2) denote the total error component at the output node, S, due
to total error accumulated at v2 (path-strength from v2 to S); then:




E lr(v2) + (2x+ y)Elr(x) + x · E lr(v1) + x · Etr(y)
)
· 3.5











Equation (5) is the symbolic form of the error contribution from v2 (and all its
dependencies) to S. There are two approaches to obtain the bound on Etr(S|v2):
1. Without abstraction, where we feed the optimizer with the fully symbolic ex-
pression of Etr(S|v2) = Etr(v2) ∂S
∂v2
. This formulation preserves all variable
correlations (especially important for non-linear expressions) and is expected
to obtain the tightest possible bounds. However, the resulting large expres-
sions can often end up choking the global optimizer or excessively delay its
convergence.
2. With abstraction of node v2. First we obtain a function interval and the
total error by solving for v2 and E
tr(v2) = max(|Etr(v2)|) using a global
optimizer. Now, v2 can be abstracted as a free variable, FV2, with an asso-
ciated error term (Etr(FV2) = E
tr(v2)) and an interval range as shown in
RHS of figure 2. Then reconstruct Etr(S|v2) = Etr(v2) ∂S
∂v2
, and feed it to
the global optimizer to obtain the concrete bound, Etr(S|v2). This reduces
the the query sizes submitted to the optimizer.
Note in our example that abstracting node v2 completely removed the depen-
dency from v1 and x, and, therefore, was a good choice for abstraction. However,
consider the case of v1 being abstracted. This would result in a loss of correla-
tion between the reconvergent paths merging at v2 for input x. This can result
in looser error bounds, especially when error cancellations occur in the merg-
ing paths. Error cancellations are important to include in floating-point error
analysis in order to obtain tight error bounds.
Also, to find the total error at v2, we unrolled its operand’s error term,
Etr(v1) as well. Instead, if we only tracked the local error term at each node and
scaled them by their respective propagation factors (“path strengths”) to the
output, we end up with the same expression as in the last part of equation (5).
In contrast to existing tools, Satire identifies this balance in finding designated
cut-points where we can solve internal nodes for total error terms and abstract
them, removing their child dependencies. This process is repeated until the AST
reaches a size that is easily managed using direct solve (unrolling all to local
error terms; see Figure 1):
4 Error Analysis
We now define the first-order error analysis underlying Satire ending with a
soundness claim. Let the expression to be analyzed be presented as a straight-line
program with one output being s (other outputs are similarly treated):
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s = (x, s1, s2, . . . , sn)
Here x is the set of m incoming inputs, {x1, x2, . . . , xm} with m incoming er-
ror quantities, {ex1 , ex2 , . . . , exm}. Here, we think of si as having been computed
at the ith step of the overall computation, where fi are the operators supported:
si = fi(x, s1, s2, . . . , si−1) (6)
Equation (6) represents the causality of the execution order, that is, the
operator fi being computed in the ith step can involve as its inputs the primary
inputs, x, and any of the intermediary computed results leading upto the ith
stage. When such a computation is performed in finite precision, the operators
fi are replaced by their floating-point counterparts denoted as f˜i. In addition to
generating a round-off error component at the operator site, f˜i also propagates
the incoming errors through each operand. Thus, the ith step of the algorithm
with floating point operators is specified as
s˜i = f˜i(x˜, s˜1, s˜2, . . . , ˜si−1)
= f˜i(x1 + ex1 , . . . , xm + exm , s1 + es1 , s2 + es2 , . . . , si−1 + esi−1)
(7)
Here, every esj denotes the total error flowing in to the operator site due
to the accumulation at sj , that is esj = Etr(sj). Each f˜i generates as round-off
error according to the equation (1) , thus relating the real and floating point
evaluation as
s˜i = fi(x1 + ex1 , . . . , xm + exm , s1 + es1 , . . . , si−1 + esi−1)(1 + δi); |δi| ≤ u
(8)
If sn is the final step of the algorithm, then one could write its corresponding
floating point s˜n as
s˜n = fn(x1 + ex1 , . . . , xm + exm , s1 + es1 , . . . , si−1 + esn−1)(1 + δn); |δn| ≤ u
A Taylor series expansion of the fn term on the rhs leads to the following
s˜n = fn(x1 + ex1 , . . . , xm + exm , s1 + es1 , . . . , si−1 + esn−1)(1 + δn); |δn| ≤ u
=
(












(1 + δn) +O(u
2)
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Satire’s goal is to bound the absolute error on the output sn, that is esn =
Etr(sn) = |sn − s˜n|. The term snδn is the round-off error generator at the fn
operator site representing the local error term, E lr(sn). Thus the bound on the

































Equation (10) makes three necessary distinctions as follows.
• The second order error terms contain u2 which is an extremely small quantity
and becomes relevant to precision only when nu ≈ 1. Given that u = 2−53, n
must approach 253. We perform abstractions well before reaching this point.
• Error expressions such as E lr and Etr can coexits in two forms in Satire: (1)
as a symbolic expression, and (2) as a numeric interval. Ultimately, when we do
the abstractions or solve for the final output, the expressions are maximized to
obtain the maximum error bound.
• While the right-hand side of Equation (10) involves additional total error
terms, these can be further unrolled to obtain direct dependencies to the local
error terms down the hierarchy and/or inputs and abstracted nodes.
As mentioned in §2 (and detailed now), Satire follows an incremental and
decoupled strategy toward error analysis:
– A forward pass that assigns a local symbolic error term at each operator
site, E lr.
– A backward pass that uses symbolic algorithmic differentiation to derive
the propagation factors (path strengths or derivatives) from each operator
site to the output nodes.
– Incremental abstractions of nodes as detailed in §5.
Due to the use of abstractions, expressions such as Etr(sn) are comprised of both
symbolic (“E”) and ground (“E”) representations. More specifically, suppose α
denotes the set of nodes that have been abstracted to numeric (ground) error
bounds, and β = n−α are the remaining nodes that are preserved symbolically.
Equation (10) can be viewed as a combination of both ilks, as in:

















Global optimizers are capable of entertaining such mixed “concolic” expressions.
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Soundness: Satire’s error bounds are conservative: This claim is easily
proved based on the following observations. Satire’s error analysis is decoupled
into (1) computing the local error symbolically, and (2) multiplying it with the
sum of all path strengths, again symbolically. Computation of the local error is
based on symbolic execution to which the accepted error model [22] in Equation 1
is applied. The method of adding the generated errors and propagating the errors
is justified to be sound in [12,24] (also the beginning of §3). Computing the
path strengths using reverse-mode symbolic differentiation is again known to be
sound [4]. Satire implements its own symbolic automatic differentiation. Last
but not least, the abstractions introduced in Satire are also conservative in that
new free variables are introduced in lieu of existing expression subgraphs. These
free variables do not have any correlations with the other inputs. Their ground
value intervals are also (recursively) computed using the same error analysis,
and by induction (since these are subexpressions) their soundness follows.
5 Heuristics for Abstraction, Global Optimization
Heuristics for Abstraction: Heuristics that trigger abstraction are based on:
(1) relative depth (RD), measuring how close the node is to the output (the closer
it is, the less the path strength to the output); (2) a cost function φ(opCount),
measuring the size of the symbolic expression and the number of free variables in
it (these require increased optimizer-time); and (3) fanout (fanout) from each
operator site: large fanouts are indicative of a larger dependency footprint. While
abstracting at such sites can hurt error cancellation due to path correlations, it
helps handle heavily interconnected networks such as stencil-type applications
or neural networks. The depth heuristics are inspired by Shannon’s information
theory [45]. If D is the total AST depth and di is the depth of the ith node, its
relative depth and the overall cost function is given by:






cost info(i) = depth info(i)× (#opCount(i))× (#fanout(i))
(12)
Additional knobs include: (1) a fixed depth at which an abstraction is forced
(ignoring the cost function); (2) a [minDepth, maxDepth] window within which
Satire iteratively performs the abstraction and rebuilds ASTs. In case the depth
of the rebuilt AST is below the specified minDepth, Satire computes the re-
maining expression directly (“direct-solve” in Figure 1).
Heuristics to Improve Global Optimization, Canonicalization: Satire uses Gelpia [18]
as the backend global optimizer. It implements an interval branch-and-bound al-
gorithm (IBBA [1]) to obtain a tight interval containing the optima when solving
for the error expressions. Essentially, when solving for an n − variable expres-
sion, it searches an n-dimensional box of intervals defined on the inputs. IBBA
produces queries by repeatedly dividing this n-dimensional box into smaller box
(interval) queries, where each query comprises of the symbolic expression and
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the subdivided interval box. These queries are fed to an interval library (Gaol)
that produces an output bound for that interval. The final output is the best
fit n-dimensional box that produces the tightest error bound within a given
tolerance and a limit on iterations to constrain the search algorithm.
Note that the optimizer works on real-valued expressions and must obtain
a bound that contains the optimum. As pointed out in §2, Gaol can automat-
ically canonicalize simple expressions such as x · x · x. However, as expressions
become more complex with non-linear terms and multiple variables, the interval
subdivision process gets further bottlenecked, producing loose intervals. Take,
for example, the ‘direct quadrature moments method’ (DQMOM) benchmark
captured in Equation (13), where mi ∈ [−1.0, 1.0] and each of wi and ai belongs
to [0.00001, 1.0]:
r =(0.0 + ((((w2 ∗ (0.0−m2)) ∗ (−3.0 ∗ ((1.0 ∗ (a2/w2)) ∗ (a2/w2)))) ∗ 1.0)
+((((w1 ∗ (0.0−m1)) ∗ (−3.0 ∗ ((1.0 ∗ (a1/w1)) ∗ (a1/w1)))) ∗ 1.0)
+((((w0 ∗ (0.0−m0)) ∗ (−3.0 ∗ ((1.0 ∗ (a0/w0)) ∗ (a0/w0)))) ∗ 1.0) + 0.0))))
(13)
When fed to Gelpia, the unsimplified expression for r in DQMOM gener-
ates the interval [-9.0E+10, 9.0E+10]. However, the canonicalized expression
(automatically done by SimEngine6for us), is
r = 3.0 ∗ (a20) ∗m0/w0 + 3.0 ∗ (a21) ∗m1/w1 + 3.0 ∗ (a22) ∗m2/w2
and this reduces the occurrence of wi and ai instances. This yields an interval
bound [-9.0E+05, 9.0E+05], which is 5 orders of magnitude tighter. As a re-
sult, the error bound on DQMOM is 6.9E-05 using FPTaylor and 9.6E-10 using
Satire (Table 1). These canonicalizations plus steps to prevent canonicalization
blocking (§2) are largely responsible for Satire’s superior overall bounds.
6 Evaluation
We first evaluate Satire on FPTaylor’s benchmarks (also provided at [16]),
which includes a wide range of examples such as polynomials approximations
and non-linear expressions, all of which consist of a few dozen operators. We then
study Satire on a set of fresh benchmarks comprised of much larger expressions
going up to nearly 200k operators (obtained by unrolling loops from specific
implementations of these computations). One important example studied is FFT
by separating the complex evaluation into real and imaginary datapaths (e.g.,
as done by researchers who implement FFT circuits [27]). We also study the
Lorenz equation system, followed by a study of relative-error profiles exhibited
by FDTD.
6Our use of SimEngine is to obtain canonicalized forms of expressions with respect
to variable occurrences, and also expression simplifications. Any other engine that has
these capabilities may be used in Satire.
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Experimental Setup: Satire is compatible with Python3, and its symbolic
engine is based on SimEngine [46] (related to SymPy). All benchmarks were
executed with Python3.8.0 version on a dual 14-core Intel Xeon CPU E5-2680v4
2.60GHz CPUs system (total 28 processor cores) with 128GB of RAM. To arrive
at an objective comparison, the core analysis algorithms were measured without
any multicore parallelism (both for FPTaylor and Satire). The Gelpia solver
does employ internal multithreading: we did not alter it in any way when we used
either FPTaylor or Satire. All FPTaylor benchmarks used their specified data
types. Larger benchmarks we introduced use double floating-point type. High-
precision shadow value calculations were performed using GCC’s quadmath.
6.1 Comparative Study
Table 1 presents the comparative results for Satire and FPTaylor. Comparison
is presented for both the total execution times and the absolute error bounds over
a suite of 47 benchmarks exported from FPTaylor’s suite. We observe that while
Satire excels in its ability to handle large and complex expressions, even for
smaller benchmarks it obtains comparable and, in many cases, tighter bounds
than today’s state-of-the-art error analysis tools. In most cases, Satire and
FPTaylor generated error bounds within the same orders of magnitude. Satire
obtains even slightly tighter bounds in over 50% of these benchmarks while
providing an average 4.5 times speed-up in execution time. Using 106 random
simulations on the input interval ranges we empirically verify Satire’s bound’s
with respect to a high-precision shadow value evaluation of these benchmarks.
Furthermore, applying simplification procedures on FPTaylor’s generated
symbolic taylor forms, we show improvement in its generated bounds. By de-
fault, Satire optimizes the product of the propagation factor and error term,
that is, the “absolute” quantifiers are placed on the product terms. This helps
to improve the expression simplification process. For many of the benchmarks
in Table 1, Satire’s result without this optimization shows weaker results, but
still within the same order of magnitude as FPTaylor.
6.2 Analysis of Larger Benchmarks
Table 2 summarizes the aforesaid large benchmarks where column ‘Full Solve’
indicates the bound obtained without any abstractions. Without abstractions,
Satire fails to obtain answers for Lorenz, 2D-heat, and Gram-Schmidt (resid-
ual). For linear examples, the derivatives (propagation factors for the error
terms) are always constant and, hence, do not impact the error expressions’s
complexity. However, as expressions become non-linear (e.g., Lorenz), the prop-
agation factors are not constants any more, leading to more complex error expres-
sions. This is the primary reason why we can directly compute (“Full Solve”)
a bound for FDTD with 192,000 operators without any abstractions—but for
Lorenz, with merely 307 operators, we had to use abstractions. FPTaylor could
not generate symbolic Taylor Forms for any of these expressions.
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Benchmarks
Execution Time(seconds) Absolute Error Num
OPs
Satire FPTaylor Satire FPTaylor Satire (UnOpt)
exp1x 0.083 0.60 6.19E-14 2.04E-13 6.19E-14 5
exp1x 32 0.087 0.42 9.71E-06* 0.00010 9.71E-06 5
carbonGas 0.084 0.74 2.07E-08 3.07E-08 9.71E-06 21
x by xy 0.068 0.42 1.19E-07 8.31E-07 9.71E-06 4
verhulst 0.066 0.47 4.27E-16 3.79E-16 4.47E-16 10
turbine3 0.154 0.49 3.58E-14 3.48E-14 4.10E-14 23
turbine2 0.102 0.49 6.32E-14 7.36E-14 7.39E-14 19
turbine1 0.097 0.50 4.89E-14 5.29E-14 5.60E-14 24
triangle 0.785 0.72 7.05E-14 4.06E-14 7.08E-14 14
test05 nonlin1 test2 0.063 0.40 1.11E-16 1.11E-16 1.38E-16 4
test05 nonlin1 r4 0.068 0.41 1.11E-06 2.78E-06 1.94E-06 6
test02 sum8 0.080 0.41 7.77E-15 7.11E-15 7.77E-15 15
test01 sum3 0.125 0.40 1.13E-06 1.97E-06 1.13E-06 11
sum 0.079 0.40 3.44E-15 3.66E-15 1.13E-06 11
sqrt add 0.072 0.42 1.17E-15 8.86E-15 5.22E-15 7
sqroot 0.074 0.46 8.82E-16 6.00E-16 8.82E-16 25
sphere 0.069 0.42 8.88E-15 1.03E-14 8.88E-15 9
sine 0.122 0.50 7.36E-16 6.21E-16 7.36E-16 16
sineOrder3 0.065 0.44 1.09E-15 9.56E-16 1.09E-15 12
sec4 example 0.085 0.43 9.96E-10 1.83E-09 1.30E-09 8
rigidBody2 0.084 0.43 3.97E-11 3.61E-11 3.97E-11 17
predatorPrey 0.068 0.48 1.73E-16 1.74E-16 1.75E-16 12
nonlin2 0.081 0.43 9.96E-10 1.83E-09 1.30E-09 8
nonlin1 0.072 0.44 1.14E-13* 4.37E-11 2.92E-11 4
logexp 0.062 0.41 3.33E-13 8.90E-13 4.98E-13 5
jetEngine 1.969 0.84 2.88E-08 7.09E-08 2.88E-08 35
intro example 0.069 0.40 1.14E-13* 4.37E-11 2.92E-11 4
i4 0.073 0.41 3.53E-07* 8.91E-06 3.53E-07 5
hypot32 0.066 0.40 8.43E-06* 0.00052 8.43E-06 6
himmilbeau 0.090 0.45 9.86E-13 1.00E-12 9.86E-13 13
exp1x log 0.094 0.43 2.39E-12 1.38E-12 3.09E-12 6
bspline3 0.139 0.41 7.40E-17 7.86E-17 7.40E-17 7
delta4 0.119 0.45 1.26E-13 1.21E-13 1.26E-13 25
delta 0.416 0.53 3.30E-12 2.41E-12 3.30E-12 45
doppler1 0.158 0.58 1.49E-12 4.06E-13 1.71E-12 16
doppler2 0.164 0.59 2.98E-10 1.03E-12* 3.55E-10 16
doppler3 0.161 0.57 2.70E-13 1.60E-13 3.09E-13 16
hypot 0.068 0.41 3.37E-13 9.72E-13 6.53E-13 6
kepler0 0.094 0.43 1.10E-13 1.09E-13 1.10E-13 22
kepler1 0.168 0.46 7.07E-13 4.90E-13 7.07E-13 29
kepler2 0.402 0.52 3.20E-12 2.53E-12 3.20E-12 43
rigidBody1 0.076 0.41 3.80E-13 2.95E-13 3.80E-13 12
test04 dqmom9 0.206 0.63 9.66E-10* 6.91E-05 2.99E-05 35
test06 sums4 sum1 0.320 0.40 2.38E-07 6.26E-07 2.38E-07 7
test06 sums4 sum2 0.082 0.40 2.38E-07 6.26E-07 2.38E-07 7
Table 1. Comparison of Results (bold-face highlights better results, and * highlights
a difference of more than an order of magnitude)
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While abstractions help manage a large expression size, using abstractions
frequently can impact the bounds. On a positive note, frequent abstraction im-
plies smaller queries to the optimizer which helps to converge quicker exploring a
smaller search space. Conversely, frequent abstraction will also lead to loss of cor-
relation since we are replacing the symbolic expressions with concrete intervals.
As a generic trend, while error bounds weaken if the frequency of abstractions
is increased, they remain in the same order of magnitude. In examples such
as FDTD, concretization of internal nodes during abstraction introduces large
correlation losses. In the presence of cancellation terms (as in FDTD), preserv-
ing correlation is necessary because it enables symbolic error variables to cancel
out. Abstractions inhibit this cancellation process and, hence, should be used




Absolute Error Bound Best
Execution
TimeFull Solve Increasing frequency of Abstraction−−−−−−−−−−−→
FFT-1024pt 43k 7.89E-13 8.87E-13 9.57E-13 9.22E-13 9.70E-13 90s
Lorenz20(y) 307 NA 2.53E-14 2.61E-14 2.61E-14 3.17E-14 78s
Lorenz40(y) 607 NA 1.93E-13 2.69E-13 2.15E-13 2.16E-13 294s
Lorenz70(y) 1057 NA 1.88E-10 3.70E-07 1.07E-09 1.83E-09 1268s
Scan(1024pt
,[-1,1]) 3060 1.88E-12 1.88E-12 1.88E-12 1.88E-12 1.88E-12 5s
fdtd(10) 6173 2.56E-14 7.56E-13 8.45E-13 5.43E-12 1.11E-10 17s
fdtd(64) 192k 7.45E-13 – – – – 2.6 hrs
1D-heat(10) 442 6.10E-15 6.10E-15 6.10E-15 6.10E-15 6.10E-15 2.58s
1D-heat(32) 4226 1.95E-14 1.95E-14 1.95E-14 1.95E-14 1.95E-14 49s
2D-heat(32) 270k NA 2.22E-14 2.22E-14 2.22E-14 2.22E-14 5 hrs
gSchmidt(r) 150 NA 1.14E-18 1.05E-18 1.05E-18 1.14E-18 12s
gSchmidt(Q) 150 1.22E-18 1.17E-18 1.13E-18 1.17E-18 1.13E-18 4s
Table 2. Larger Benchmarks with and without abstractions
To further motivate the importance of obtained rigorous bounds for large
benchmark problems, we study FFT and Lorenz, both being critical components
of high precision applications.
FFT: Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is an optimized algorithm for discrete
Fourier transform (DFT), which converts a finite sequence of sampled points
of a function into a same length sequence of an equally numbered complex-
valued frequency components. It has a vast number of applications in signal
processing and fast multi-precision arithmetic for large polynomial and integer
multiplications.
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AnN -point FFT involves log2N stages, each stage having a familiar butterfly
structure (see for example [8]). We are not aware of any tool supporting floating-
point error analysis over complex domains. However, its application to fast math
multi-precision libraries necessitates precise floating point error analysis and
has been the subject of multiple analytical studies [41,7,40,27]. These analysis
methods focus on obtaining L2-norms in terms of root mean square (RMS)
errors, or statistically profiled error bounds. Brisbarre et al. [8] followed up on
the work from Percival’s [40,7] to report the best L2-norm bound till date of
≈ 30.99ulps. That is, if z represents the discretized input samples, Z is the
exact result and Zˆ is the computed result, then,
||Z − Zˆ||2
||Z||2 ≤ B ≈ 30.99u
To extend this result to a bound on absolute error corresponding to the L-
infinity norm, we utilize two well-known relations: (1) Between the L2 norms
of the input and outputs of an N -point FFT, i.e., ||Z||2 ≤
√
N · ||z||2, and
(2) a generic relation between the L-infinity norm and L2-norm, i.e., ||Z||2 ≤√
n||Z||∞. Using these relations, the L-infinity norm on the error(as obtained in
[8]) of the computed FFT result can be obtained as
||Z − Zˆ||∞ ≤ B ·N
√
2||z||∞ (14)
Equations (14) obtain the absolute-error bound analytically. A 1024-point
FFT with input samples in the interval [0, 1] with an L2-norm bound of B ≈
30.99u obtains an absolute error bound of 78200u. For double precision data
type, with u = 2−53, implying an error bound of 4.98E-12.
Satire partitions the real and imaginary parts of the complex operations
in FFT, obtaining real expression types for the output variables guarded with
rounding information at every compute stage. Two separate datapaths are gen-
erated for the real and imaginary terms, each of which is solver individually. Let
ER and EI denote the absolute error bounds obtains by solving the real and
imaginary parts, respectively. These solutions, on their own, provide the indi-





I gives the bound on the maximum of the total absolute error.
It is an upper bound on the L-infinity norm.
We show that Satire obtains a tighter bound than the analytical bound
obtained by [8] as in equation (14). We also select the input space in the interval
[0, 1]. The bound obtained for the real and imaginary parts are ER ≤ 7.89E−13
and EI ≤ 7.67E − 13. Thus the total error bound is ET ≤ 1.1E-12 which
is tighter than the best analytical bound obtained in [8]. We tried different
input intervals for FFT, each time obtaining a tight bound in comparison to the
analytical bounds of [8]. However, the optimizer faced convergence difficulties
for intervals with zero crossings like [−1, 1]. In these cases, incrementally solving
using abstraction of smaller depths allowed us to solve the problem while still
obtaining tighter bounds than [8].
Lorenz equations: Lorenz equations model thermally induced fluid convec-
tion using three state variables (x, y, z). Here, x represents the fluid velocity am-
plitude, y models temperature difference between top and bottom membranes,
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while z represents a distortion from linearity of temperature [30]. The equations
requires three additional parameters, a = 10 called the Prandtl number, b = 8/3
corresponding to the wave number for the convection, and r being the Rayleigh
number proportional to the temperature difference. The recurrence relations ob-
tained by discretizing the continuous versions of the Lorenz equations are given
in equation (15), where k represents the previous iteration and dt is the time
discretization.
xk+1 = xk + a(xk − yk)dt; yk+1 = yk + (−xkzk + rxk − yk)dt
zk+1 = zk + (xkyk − bzk)dt
(15)
In [30], authors study the trajectories for different r values for chosen initial
conditions of (x1, y1, z1, dt) = (1.2, 1.3, 1.6, 0.005). It shows chaotic behavior for
r ≥ 22.35 and again starts approaching equilibrium once r reaches close to 200.
However, for such chaotic systems, if two initial conditions differ by a quantity
of δ, the resulting difference after time t shows exponential separation in terms
of δ · eλt. This becomes a critical component when evaluating such equations
in finite precision since the round-off error accumulation introduces a gradual δ
error building up.
We focus on two aspects of the analysis: (1) Obtaining bounds over a range of
input intervals over (x, y, z), and (2) Analyze the sensitivity of initial conditions
on individual inputs by using degenerate intervals on the other inputs.
Beyond a few iterations, the non-linearity involved in these equations impede
the application of current tools such as FPTaylor. Using FPTaylor, it took 350
seconds to generate Taylor forms for a small 5-iteration case, while timing out
for unrolls beyond 10 iterations. Additionally, the symbolic Taylor form for 5
iterations was so large that backend optimizer could not handle.
Using Satire, we obtain tight bounds for as large as 70 iterations of the
problem using abstraction-guided method. Note here the non-linearity of these
equations makes it difficult to simplify expressions beyond a certain limit. Satire
delays further canonicalization beyond an operational count larger than 8,000,
controlled by a parametric knob, maxOpCount, with default value of 8,000 se-
lected over multiple experiments over a mix of non-linear and linear systems.
The error expressions composed of the products of forward error and reverse
derivative may reach an operator count of over 100K over just 20 iterations,
choking simEngine’s simplification process. Using maxOpCount, we only al-
low simplification within the depth necessary for abstraction. During the next
abstraction, further simplification will occur.
For example, for the Lorenz-20 (that is unrolled over 20 iterations), the overall
AST depth is 89. Table 3 shows the bounds obtained for varying windows of the
abstraction depth and the corresponding execution time(exec time) in seconds.
We perform analysis for both 20 and 40 iterations. The second state variable,
y, shows more worst-case variation. Therefore, we studied the sensitivity of y for
a larger size of 70 iterations using degenerate intervals in x and y, obtaining a
bound of 1.11E-11 as opposed to 1.9E-10 in the non-degenerate case.
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Lorenz
Window of Abstraction depth : (mindepth, maxdepth)
(5,10) (10,15) (15,25)






76slorenz20: y 3.17E-14 2.62E-14 2.53E-14






304slorenz40: y 2.15E-13 2.69E-13 1.95E-13
lorenz40: z 1.66E-13 2.08E-13 1.49E-13
Table 3. Error bounds for the three state variables in the Lorenz equation
6.3 Relative error profiles
Error bounds obtained using static analysis methods generally provide the worst-
case absolute-error bounds for a given input range. However, absolute error is not
indicative of true precision-loss: a worst-case absolute error of, say, 0.01 is large
when the actual value is close to 1 than when it is 100. Relative error, obtained
by normalizing the absolute error with the true value of the variable, provides
more insight into precision. Given a real-valued expression f , its floating point
counterpart f˜ , then re(f) = (|f − f˜ |/f) denotes its relative error.
Using Satire, we can obtain a maximum bound for the numerator, that is,
max(|f − f˜ |). Tools that attempt to obtain a relative-error bound statically do
so in two primary ways: (1) divide the worst-case error by the lower bound of the
real-valued function interval, or (2) obtain a symbolic expression for re(f) and
solve the optimization problem. While the prior technique leads to quite con-
servative bounds (loss of correlation between the numerator and denominators),
the latter suffers when encountering intervals close to or containing 0.
In practice, however, the output is only rarely close to 0. Our approach capi-
talizes on this to obtain dynamic information on the relative error, making use of
the observed runtime outputs. More precisely, we want to quantify the numer of
bits lost using Satire-computed worst-case absolute error. For a floating-point
system using p precision bits and a machine epsilon of u, the number of bits lost
is obtained as #bits lost = p− log2(re(f)/u).
The information we do not have here is the true value of f . To this end, we use
f˜ as a proxy for f in the denominator. Since f˜ is the observed value at runtime,
there is no extra overhead to evaluate it (unlike shadow value calculations).
We use FDTD as a case study here. We select FDTD because it was the
worst-behaving benchmark when using frequent abstractions (attributable to
the large number of cancellation terms), implying a larger impact on precision
bits than additive kernels like heat. We analyze it in the input interval [0, 1] to
obtain values closer to zero, because floating-point values are highly condensed
in this region and many binades are included in this interval.
Even for shadow-value evaluations, one uses a high-precision value as a proxy
for the “true value.” Let fdp and fqp denote the observed values when using
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Q = qsat− qshadow;
qsat =
































Fig. 3. Difference in precision estimate(# bits lost) be-
tween Satire and shadow value calculation
double and quad (high) precision, respectively. In figure 3, the y-axis plots the
prediction difference, Q, evaluated as shown in equation (16) and the x-axis plots
the simulations done for the empirical evaluation. Here qsat, the numerator, is
from Satire’s worst case-bounds, the denominator is the observed value in the
working precision (here, double). For qshadow, the numerator is the observed
difference in dynamic data between double and quad precision values, while its
denominator is the quad precision value.
In practice, using shadow-value calculations is a large burden for the user:
an entirely duplicated thread has to be run in high precision, with additional
necessary code changes. Our objective is to help the user avoid all this and
still allow them to gain value through Satire’s analysis toward precision loss.
We aim to show that using only the observed values, we can precisely inform
the loss in precision bits. In other words, Q should be always greater than zero
for soundness but close to zero for tightness. Figure 3 shows denser regions
closer to zero implying the tightness of our analysis compared to the shadow
value calculation, while never crossing zero indicating a sound bound. Thus,
we believe that users can use Satire’s analysis to obtain a quick indication of
precision loss—at least in a relative sense. That is, they may be able to use our
methods to zoom into code regions that have higher loss and improve overall
higher precision.
7 Additional Related Work
Precision analysis plays an important role in safety-critical systems. For trust-
worthy error analysis formally certified bounds are needed, and some recent
examples are [3,47].
Rosa and FPTaylor are the closest to our work in their approach to extend
Taylor forms rigorous floating point error estimation. Rosa propagates errors in
numeric affine form and uses SMT solvers to obtain tight bounds. In FPTaylor,
full symbolic Taylor forms are obtained and fed to a global optimizer, which often
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results in large expressions, impeding scalability. In contrast, Satire’s decoupled
analysis achieves the same end-result albeit without this complexity, by using a
forward and backward pass that greatly improves overall effectiveness.
While scalability has been previously achieved, it required manual assistance
using abstract interpretation [10] coupled with theorem proving (e.g., FLuc-
tuat [14,6]). Gappa [13] is basically an interval-based reasoning system, but
comes with many simplification rules of its own, and has been embedded into
verifiers such as [17] and various proof-assistants [34,23,49]. Combined uses of
static analyses [20] are popular, as demonstrated at scale in Astre´e [11]. A general
abstract domain for floating-point computations is described in [32].
The importance of sound techniques for relative error estimation has been
recognized by many. A common approach for relative error estimation is to first
obtain the absolute error and then divide it by the minimum of the function
interval value. A combined rigorous approach to relative error estimation is pre-
sented in [25]. Our approach for relative error estimation is meant for use in a
dynamic analysis setting. It is motivated by the important pragmatic considera-
tion of avoiding shadow-value computations on an existing piece of code. We use
the observed value at runtime in combination with Satire’s worst-case bound
to obtain a relative error profile that provides insights on precision loss. Through
empirical evaluation, we establish the reliability of this approach.
8 Concluding Remarks
We presented Satire, a tool for rigorous floating-point error analysis that pro-
duces tight error bounds in practice. Satire is similar to many of its predeces-
sors, but specifically emphasizes handling large expressions that arise in practice
by including an information-theoretic abstraction mechanism for scalability. The
effectiveness of Satire has been demonstrated on practical examples including
FFT, parallel prefix sum, and stencils for various partial differential equation
(PDE) types. Even divergent families of equations such as the Lorenz system
are included in our study. Satire can provide insights on the loss of precision
at runtime as demonstrated on a large ill-conditioned problem. We believe this
variety and scale in an automated rigorous tool is unique.
Our work quickly showed us that rather than merely the size of expressions,
one must also take the kinds of computations being analyzed. For instance, very
large expressions generated by FDTD and heat-flow can be analyzed without
using abstractions for large sizes; however, highly non-linear systems such as
Lorenz require abstractions even for small sizes.
An important conclusion that emerges pertains to the impact of losing vari-
able correlations due to abstractions: it is an important consideration in choosing
when and where to abstract. The importance of incremental and decoupled er-
ror expression computation is also brought out. Given that global optimizers are
workhorses in error estimation, our studies shed light on the role of expression
canonicalization. This fits well with incremental computation, allowing global
optimizer calls to be smaller as well as can be parallelized.
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Important future directions include handling loops (enabling further scal-
ing), improving abstractions without increasing error bounds, and the use of
parallelism to further speed up the analysis.
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